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SafAle
HA-18

™

THE OBVIOUS CHOICE FOR
FERMENTATION OF VERY HIGH
GRAVITY BEERS

This new product is a blend of active dry yeast and enzymes. It is part of our yeast
portfolio designs for beer production. SafAle™ HA-18 is recommended for the fermentation of
particularly high gravity worts and the production of attenuated beers with high ABV degrees,
such as « Barley Wines ». The yeast strain in this product is able to reach 18% alc. (v/v), with a very
good resistance to the osmotic pressure and high fermentation temperatures. Enjoy!

www.fermentis.com

FROM
THE EDITOR
D

o you remember your
first craft beer? Chances
are you’ve had so many
by now that the very first one
is tricky to recall (and I mean
the first you ever had, not the
first this evening…). I came of
age drinking real ale in the UK,
but I think my first “craft beer”
was actually while travelling
in South Africa, back when
you could count the number
of microbreweries on two
hands, with plenty of fingers
to spare. It was at Boston
Breweries in Cape Town and I
remember sitting and chatting
about the SA beer scene
with the brewery’s founder,
Chris Barnard.
The beer was good, and
we gained some excellent
insight into the early years
of SA craft, but my real beer
education happened when I
moved to South Korea – it’s
where I first got involved with
homebrewing, where I sampled
the delights of American
imports and where I fell in
love with lupulin after one sip
of a homebrew called “Death
by Hops”.
This issue we’re kicking off
a new section, where we ask
you, beery reader, to share your

tales of ale. Our first story takes
place, as my beer awakening
did, in South Korea – check it
out on page 20 and don’t forget
to get in touch with your best
beer story.
You’ll find further beery tales
on page 32 where writer Dan
Gillespie sits down for a pint
and a chat with five inspiring
young brewers. Most of these
brewers weren’t even born when
the first rumblings of a craft
beer revolution began in the
USA, but they are now making
tsunami-sized waves in the
South African scene.
In fact, this issue we’re giving
the nod to all that is young and
fresh and new, and to celebrate
that we’re also bringing you a
new-look magazine. We think
it’s sexier than a truckload of
hop cones straight from the
vine. We hope you do too…
Cheers!

Lucy Corne

Page 32

EDITOR

@LucyCorne
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Simpsons Malt is available in South Africa exclusively through Africa Hops
To place an order or for other inquiries contact sales@africahops.co.za
www.africahops.co.za

WIN

COMPLETE STARTER BREWERY KIT
WITH STAINLESS STEEL FERMENTER
A high quality Stainless Steel Fermenter is the centrepiece of
the exciting new Craft Series “Robber’s Gold” from the new
“Brewery Box” series. This kit contains 3kg of malt, hops for
dry hopping and the Craft Series ale yeast to make the
perfect craft brew. This home microbrewery offers a
significant step up from traditional homebrew starter kits
that are based on plastic fermenters.
This plus the superior ingredients included in the kit, makes it
the best homebrew kit on the market. Perfect for those new
to homebrewing. Guarantees your first brew will impress!

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR SUMMER 2017

WINNER, CAMERON GRAY.
Thanks @ontapmagza and
@BrewcraftSA for the great prize.
Going to have to get hold of some
barrel-aged beer to try them out.

CONTRIBUTORS
IN THIS ISSUE
Mike and Jeanette Simpson

Mike Simpson is a journalist and editor with more than 30 years
of experience. He has his own boutique media company in
Johannesburg. Jeanette Simpson is a marketer by profession
and runs OlivePink Photography.

Marcel Harper

Marcel Harper is a beer geek who’s been brewing for over
a decade and still gets things wrong. He teaches brewing,
writes, and spends more money on beer than is wise. Find him
at Beginnerbrewer.com. You can listen to his podcast about
beer and geekery: Scum, Beer & Villainy, on iTunes.

Bruce Collins

It was on a cross-continental camping trip that Bruce and
Karen Collins conspired to opening a microbrewery in South
Africa. After trying their hand at brewing in a Minnesota
basement, they developed a passion for brewing interesting
and flavourful beers and started Stellenbosch Brewing Co
in 2015.

Dan Gillespie

Dan Gillespie is a freelance writer and editor, working and
drinking in Cape Town’s southern suburbs. His love affair
with beer started during a gap year in England and he hasn’t
looked back since.
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Nick Bush

When Nick isn’t running around as director of Drifter Brewing
Company in Cape Town, you can find him diving in the ocean,
paragliding off a mountain or drinking at friends’ breweries
around the country and world.
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BREWERS DIRECTORY
EASTERN CAPE
Brewery on the Beach
Jeffreys Bay
Ivan Beukes
082 444 7690
info@breweryonthebeach.co.za
breweryonthebeach.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Brewhaha JBay
Jeffreys Bay
Marius Deetlefs
042 293 0448
pr@brewhaha.co.za
brewhaha.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bridge Street Brewery
Port Elizabeth
Lex Mitchell
041 581 0361
info@bridgestreet.co.za
bridgestreet.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Richmond Hill Brewing Co. (RHBC)
Port Elizabeth
Niall Cook
078 396 5485
n.a.cookpe@gmail.com

GAUTENG
Arlington Brewery
Pretoria
Emile Rademan & David Hutchinson
082 414 7593
emile@arlingtonbeer.co.za
arlingtonbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Impi Brewing Co.
Lorentzville, Johannesburg
Nico Booysen & Tsietsi Madonsela
071 310 0636
nico@impibrewingco.com
impibrewingco.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Redrock Brewing Co.
Johannesburg
Alan Melville
010 001 2522
redrock@dgb.co.za
redrock.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Soweto Brew Co.
Home of Soweto Gold
Soweto
Josef Schmid
079 890 8321
josef@sowetogold.co.za
sowetobrewing.co.za

6
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KWA-ZULU NATAL

NORTH WEST

Clockwork Brewhouse
KwaZulu-Natal
Megan Gemmell
082 395 1744
megan@clockworkbrewhouse.co.za
clockworkbrewhouse.co.za

Brauhaus am Damm
Rustenburg
Imke Pape
087 098 0641
info@brauhaus.co.za
brauhaus.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Lions River Craft Brewery
Lions River
Ronald McClelland
083 775 8549
macsas@mweb.co.za
lionsriverbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nottingham Road Brewing Company
Nottingham Road
Peter Dean, Thulani Memela
& John Morrow
033 266 6728
brewery@rawdons.co.za
nottsbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Robsons Real Beer
Durban
Brian Stewart
031 035 0827
info@robsonsrealbeer.com
robsonsrealbeer.com

LIMPOPO
Zwakala Brewery
Haenertsburg
Luca Tooley
063 882 1872
zwakalabrewery@gmail.com
zwakalabrewery.co.za

MPUMALANGA
Anvil Ale House
Dullstroom
Theo de Beer
013 254 0197
debeerman@anvilbrewery.com
anvilbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sabie Brewing Company
Sabie
Shaun McCartney
083 627 4188
brewer@sabiebrewery.com
sabiebrewery.com

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Dog & Fig Brewery
Parys
Dewald Hattingh, Sean &
Morné Barradas
076 180 6521
mail@dogandfigbrewery.com
dogandfigbrewery.com

WESTERN CAPE
Boston Breweries
Cape Town
Chris Barnard
021 300 0625
jacqui@bostonbreweries.co.za
bostonbreweries.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Birkenhead Brewery
Stanford
Benson Macupe
028 341 0013
reservations@birkenhead.co.za
walkerbayestate.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cederberg Brewery
Clanwilliam
Alex Nel & David Nieuwoudt
027 482 2827
info@cederbergbrewery.com
cederbergbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Citizen Beer
Cape Town
Gary Pnematicatos
072 657 9851
gary@citizenbeer.co.za
citizenbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Darling Brewery
Darling
Kevin & Philippa Wood
021 286 1099
philippa@darlingbrew.co.za
darlingbrew.co.za

Delalmar Craft Brewery and Distillery
Stellenbosch
Johann Visagie
082 550 1887
delalmar@telkomsa.net
delalmar.co.za

Old Potters Brewhouse
Greyton
Trevor Gerntholtz
028 254 9690
tgerntholtz@gmail.com
oldpottersinn.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Devils Peak Brewing Company
Cape Town
JC Steyn
021 200 5818
info@signalhillproducts.com
devilspeakbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Dissident Brewing Company
Cape Town
Shawn Duthie
072 684 8508
shawn@dissident.beer
dissident.beer
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nieuw Brew
Cederberg
Tania & Melanie Nieuwoudt
027 482 2807
tania@nieuwbrew.co.za
nieuwbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Bridge Brewing Co.
Knysna
Darren Berry
083 671 9399
info@redbridgebrewing.co.za

Drifter Brewing Co.
Cape Town
Nick Bush
074 174 9902
nick@drifterbrewing.co.za
drifterbrewing.co.za

redbridgebrewing.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

clint@redskybrew.co.za

Flagship Brew
Riebeeck Kasteel
Marina Galloway
082 376 8597
info@flagshipbrew.co.za
flagshipbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hoghouse
Cape Town
Byron Damonze & Emma Emanuel
021 810 4545
beer@hhbc.co.za
hhbc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Indie Ale Craft Brewery
Porterville
Bernard Kruger
076 599 5995
info@ibsco.co.za
indieale.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Kennel Brewery
Dubanville
Paul Freyson
083 398 3147
kennelbrewery@gmail.com
kennelbrewery.com

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Sky Brew
Gordons Bay
Clinton Steyn
082 888 7622
redskybrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Robertson Brewing Co.
George
Kevin Robertson
082 659 2650
kevin@robertsonbrewery.com
robertsonbrewery.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Riot Beer
Woodstock
Marc Fourie
079 164 3798
sales@riotbeer.co.za
riotbeer.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Route 62 Brewing Company
Montagu
Jon & Christine Hughes
066 365 2717
info@route62brewingcompany.co.za
route62brewingcompany.co.za

Saggy Stone
Robertson
Adrian & Phillip Robinson
083 453 3526
info@saggystone.co.za
saggystone.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Sedgefield Craft Brewery
Sedgefield
Tony Hunter
082 901 4268
sedgebrew@gmail.com
sedgefieldbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sir Thomas Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Gerhard Fourie
082 850 2917
info@sirthomasbrew.com
sirthomasbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

South Cape Breweries
Mossel Bay
Johann Baker
083 215 2827
info@southcapebreweries.co.za
southcapebreweries.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Stellenbosch Brewing Co.
Stellenbosch
Bruce Collins
021 884 4022
info@stelliesbeer.com
stelliesbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Triggerfish Brewing
Somerset West
Eric van Heerden
021 851 5861
info@tfbr.co.za
triggerfishbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tuk Tuk Microbrewery
Franschhoek
Dewald Goosen
021 492 2207
info@tuktukbrew.com
tuktukbrew.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wild Clover Breweries
Stellenbosch
Ampie Kruger
021 300 0370
info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za
wildcloverbreweries.co.za
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EVENTS CALENDAR

MARCH
08&10

International Women’s
Collaboration Brew Day

Jack Black’s Brewing Co, Diep River, Cape Town
Black Horse Brewery, Magaliesburg

10

Every year, brewsters from around the world get together to brew,
taste, chat and network in this global initiative. The Cape Town event is
happening at Jack Black on March 8th while the northern leg will take
place at Black Horse Brewery on March 10th and 11th. Join for a NEIPA
brewday and bring along some of your beers to share.

Brewcraft Southern
Africa’s 10th Birthday
Brewcraft Jet Park, Boksburg

17

Join the cheery team at Brewcraft to celebrate
their 10th anniversary. You’ll find more than 30
homebrewed beers on tap, hand crafted spirits
and liqueurs plus plenty of food to soak it all up.
And it’s all for a good cause - all proceeds and
donations go towards the 10 baby rhino orphans
that Brewcraft has adopted.

25

Southyeasters
Summer Fest
Jack Black’s Brewing Co, Diep River, Cape Town
11am-4pm | Tickets R120
If you’re in the Cape and you fancy sampling some
homebrew, head to the Southyeasters’ annual
summer fest. Get your tickets early for this one-day
homebrew-tasting festival – numbers are limited.
Taste the brews, chat to brewers, grab some food
and enjoy chilled classic rock and pop tunes from
a local DJ. Check out the website for more info
southyeasters.co.za.

8
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Wort Hogs Summer
Beer Fest
The Farm Inn, Pretoria
Tickets R75
The Gauteng homebrew club is hosting its hotly
awaited annual festival. This is your chance
to sample the wares of homebrewers both
experienced and rookie, then vote for your
favourite. Tickets are only available through
members exhibiting at the fest, so it’s time to start
making friends with some beer fanatics… See
worthogbrewers.co.za for more.

31

Soweto Beer
Fun Run
Moletsane Sports Complex, Soweto
Entry R150
This 5km run is as much about socialising and
sipping as it is about running. There are five beer
and chill stops along the way, where you can taste
beer or cider and chat to fellow runners.

APRIL
MAY
07

14

Fools &
Fans Fest

Greyton
11am-6pm | Tickets R100

As well as local craft beers, live music and food stalls,
the fest features a homebrewing competition.
Head to facebook.com/FoolsAndFansBeerFest
for more info, including details on how to enter
your beer.

11-13
Craft Brewers
Powwow

Hotel Verde, Cape Town
Weekend Tickets R1900

Shadow of Giants
Cask Festival

Springbok Pub, Newlands, Cape Town
Tickets R95 in advance

Eight local microbreweries will be caskconditioning their beers ready to be tapped in this
homage to real ale. Confirmed breweries include
Afro Caribbean, Devil’s Peak, Atlantic Storm and
Swifty’s as well as hosts, Shackleton Brewing
Company.

The three-day conference features speakers from around the world, including John Mallet
from Bell’s Brewery in the US, Francois Smit from the SA Barley Breeding Institute, Frank
Peifer from Hopsteiner and Adrian Robinson from Saggy Stone. The weekend kicks off
with the homebrewers’ braai on Friday and ends on Sunday with a tour and tasting at
Devil’s Peak’s new brewery in Epping. The weekend also features two competitions – one
for homebrewers and one for craft brewers – with an epic trip to Germany up for grabs for
three very lucky (and talented) brewers. craftbrewerspowwow.co.za

HEINEKEN BUYS A
STAKE IN JACK BLACK
In their third foray into South African craft beer in the past year, Heineken
has bought a minority stake in Jack Black. This follows on from the
buyouts of Stellenbrau and Soweto Gold in 2017.

“Distribution is the primary
driver behind this partnership,”
said Jack Black co-founder Ross
McCulloch. “It’s so great to
have a partner that can focus
on distribution. It’s the biggest
problem with our business and
to be honest, it’s pretty much
all I think about.” Co-owner
Meghan McCulloch echoed the
sentiment and explained why it’s
an exciting step for Jack Black

following their 10th birthday
last year. “Instead of focusing on
how to get the beer to market,
we can now focus entirely on
the beer itself,” she said, adding
that there are plans to release a
number of R&D brews in 2018.
“Heineken has a minority
stake in Jack Black,” Ross
continued. “We control the
messaging, the branding, the
liquid in the bottle.” The core

beer range will remain the same
and all brewing will continue
to take place at the Diep River
facility. A new brewer arrives
later this year following the
departure of Jonas Krebs, who
left in February to join a brewery
in Taiwan. The replacement
brewer hails from Germany and
is not currently working
for Heineken.
The finer details of the deal

have not been released but
discussions and negotiations
have been in progress for more
than a year, beginning when
Ross called Heineken SA to
‘discuss the state of
the industry’.
“Heineken have only invested
in a small number of craft
breweries around the world,”
added Ross, “and we are very
proud to be a part of this stable.”

BREW

NEW BREWS
Darling Spirited Flight (2.6%)
The first in a series of “beer-mix
drinks”, Spirted Flight is a lemon radler
sweetened with fructose.

Darling/Riot Pearl Rose (5%)
A grapefruit-infused pale ale brewed
for Valentine’s Day – grab it from select
stockists in Cape Town and Gauteng
while stocks last.

Drifter Water Restriction Gose (4.5%)
Brewed with a small portion of ocean
water, the tart and salty gose is available
at select Cape Town bottle stores and
through League of Beers.

Little Wolf/Fierce Beer Citronella
Double IPA (9%)
A collaborative double IPA infused with
Pelargonium citronellum, a locally found
flower with a distinct lemony aroma.
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Keep your eye on social media for
release date and venues.

Little Wolf Passiflora (5.5%)
This barrel-aged sour, laced with
passion fruit, was a hit at the 2017
Cape Town Festival of Beer. Seek out
one of the limited edition bottles this
autumn.

Stimela Last Numba (4.5%)
The latest beer to be added to the
Stimela range is a pale lager. Find
it on tap and in bottles at select
Gauteng retailers.

Two Okes Merlin’s Ale (4.5%)
The Jo’burg brewery produced this
herb-laden ale for International Gruit
Day – if you’re lucky there will still be
some left after the Clarens Craft Beer
Festival. See page 30 for more on the
Two Okes gruit.

TOAST ALE LAUNCHES

IN SOUTH AFRICA

GARDEN ROUTE
GETS A NEW BEER BAR
Beer lovers on the Garden Route
can head to newly opened bar
The Crafty Half to get a taste
of local brews. Launched by
homebrewer and beer aficionado
Don Johnstone, the idea is not
to bring brews from around
the country to the area, but
to celebrate beer that’s being
produced locally. “After doing a
little research I discovered that
there are currently 11 licensed
craft breweries between Mossel
Bay and Jeffreys Bay, including
Oudtshoorn,” says Don.

“An opportunity then arose to
open the bar in conjunction with
the Peppermill Café in the Crags.”
The Crafty Half now has more
than 40 bottled beers on offer from
seven Garden Route breweries.
There are plans to add beers from
another two breweries soon and
Don’s ultimate goal is to open a
small brewery of his own.
The pub, which has outdoor
seating and a kids’ playground, is
on Monkeyland Road in the Crags.
Food is available at The Peppermill
Café next door.

Toast Ale, a beer with a social conscience,
has launched in South Africa. The idea is
simple – the beer uses recycled bread to
supplement the malt bill, with about a third of
the malt being substituted for bread otherwise
destined to rot in a landfill. According to the
team behind Toast, 33% of bread in South
Africa goes to waste, so they have partnered
with Knead and Sandwich Baron to turn those
discarded crusts into a pale ale. The beer
is brewed at Devil’s Peak and uses around
250kg of otherwise unwanted bread in each
batch. Toast Ale was born in the UK and
the concept was brought to South Africa
by local entrepreneurs Bianca Hansen and
Jaen Beelders. As well as finding a home for
unloved bread, the enterprise also supports
local non-profit, Soil for Life, which helps build
sustainable food gardens and teaches people
to grow their own food.

NEWS

LITTLE WOLF JOINS

DEVIL’S PEAK
Kommetjie-based brewery Little Wolf has
moved operations to Devil’s Peak’s new
Epping site after entering into an equity deal
with the larger brewer. Little Wolf’s founder,
Stefan Wiswedel, retains the majority share
and continues to brew his beers, including
the popular Hoppy Wheat. Stefan admits
that it wasn’t a particularly difficult decision.
“It’s about access to sales and distribution of
course, but above all it’s about quality,” he
says. ”I can now trust the shelf life of my beers.
No matter what I did at my brewery I couldn’t
get the dissolved oxygen below 500ppm, so
the beers had a short shelf life and were never
going to travel well. Now I could happily ship
to Jo’burg – partly because I have access to the
distribution to do it but also because I totally
trust the shelf life of the product.” Alongside
the beers, Little Wolf also produces Hibiscus
Cider, Virgin Cider and Tonic Water.
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BREW NEWS
RIVER BREWING COMPANY
OPENS AT VIC FALLS
According to Gus Le Breton, there hasn’t been a
microbrewery licence issued in Zimbabwe since the
1990s. Well, until now that is. River Brewing Company
opened its doors in December alongside Victoria Falls.
The brewpub, featuring a
1000-litre system from EJ
Stainless in South Africa, is the
brainchild of four beer lovers
with fascinatingly different
backgrounds. Mike Danes,
a graphic designer and artist
from Harare, grew up around
beer thanks to his father’s job
as a brewing engineer. Gus Le
Breton makes his living from
lotions and potions made
with natural ingredients and is
planning to incorporate plants
like baobab and marula into
the beers.
While Gus had spent time
working in a brewery in the
UK, and both he and Mike
had a deep interest in beer, it
was clear that they needed a
brewer. Enter Lionel McCauley,
an Alaskan school teacher who

picked up a homebrewing habit
while working the international
school circuit. “When Lionel
arrived in Zimbabwe, six years
ago as a teacher, he was a very
accomplished home brewer,”
says Gus, “but although he was
teaching he was still nurturing
a dream of becoming a full
time brewer.”
Gus and Mike wanted to
start a homebrewing club in
Harare and soon realised there
was a emerging market for craft
beer. The country only has one
other microbrewery, Bespoke
Brewers, which opened way
back in 1997 at the Beer
Engine in Harare. “Pretty
quickly we knew we wanted
to chuck in our day jobs,” Gus
continues, “but we weren’t
quite convinced Harare was

the right place, so we looked
around in Vic Falls where at
least the tourists would know
what craft beer was, even if the
locals didn’t! And there we met
Andy, who was sniffing around
with the same idea in mind,
but no idea how to make
it happen.”
Andy Conn was the crucial
final piece of the puzzle, a
hospitality veteran who had
been working and living in Vic
Falls for many years. Throw
in an experienced chef (Mark
Rimmer) and a 120-seater
brewpub and you have the kind
of setup that would make many
South African brewers weep
with envy.
River Brewing Co. has
launched with four beers:
KAZA Blonde (4.6%), Painted

Craft Brewers Powwow

offers brewer’s dream trip as a prize
The Craft Brewers Powwow takes place each May, offering brewers
and beer lovers the chance to listen to top industry speakers,
network and of course taste plenty of beers. And this year there’s
even more reason to attend. The three-day conference includes two
competitions – one for craft brewers and one for homebrewers and
there are some spectacular prizes on offer. Full details are yet to be
released but the top two craft brewers and first-placed homebrewer
will find themselves in Germany on the kind of trip any beer lover
would give their left fermenter for. For further details and to register
for the conference, head to craftbrewerspowwow.co.za.
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Dog Pale Ale (5%), Jack Tar
Porter (5.4%) and River IPA
(6%). “Given Lionel’s heritage,
it’s perhaps not surprising that
we use a lot of Pacific North
West hops,” says Gus, no doubt
piquing the interest of many
local beer fans. “We’re also
experimenting with a few SA
hops and malts, but the majority
of our ingredients come from
the US, Germany or Belgium.”
Access to ingredients has been
one of the major hurdles thanks
to the unstable economy, the
lack of refrigerated transport
and the bureaucracy that comes
with customs.
River Brewing Co. is open
seven days a week and as Gus
says, they’re excited to welcome
all visitors from the brewing
world and beyond.

WIN

Making your next brew our PASSION for 10 years

(...optional extra, use with the Alembic Dome
& Condenser to make superior
or keep your brew chilled with
Whiskeys, Brandies, Gin, etc)
the Conical Fermenter Pro Edition!

Get a great start with Brewing in the
Complete Micro brewery Kit.

YOUR NEXT BREW IS OUR PASSION SO VISIT ONE OF OUR STORES FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE!!




JET PARK Unit F7, Palisades Office Park, 39 Kelly Road, Jetpark, Boksburg, Gauteng
CENTURION Unit 4, 2 Magda Road, Highveld Techno Park, Centurion, Gauteng

info@brewcraft.co.za

brewcraft.co.za

011-397-7679

BREW NEWS

IN BRIEF

International craft brands
now brewed at Devil’s Peak
Devil’s Peak has started brewing beers for three European
brands for release into the South African market. Scotland’s
Fierce Beer released Day Shift, a 5% ABV pale ale, and Easy
Shift, a grapefruit-infused summer sipper late last year.
Shortly afterwards, Devil’s Peak announced a partnership
with much-lauded Danish brewery Mikkeller, with Peter,
Pale and Mary (pale ale) and Capenhagen (NEIPA) now
available year-round in South Africa. The latest overseas
brewery to join the fold is Norway-based Amundsen
Bryggeri, who spent time in
South Africa in 2017. Grab
their Run to the Pils and Ink &
Dagger IPA in 330ml cans.

SOUL BARREL OPENS
IN THE WINELANDS
Although best known as a wine town, the Franschhoek
region is rapidly becoming a great place for a beer. The
latest addition to the beer scene is Soul Barrel, based in
Simondium. Owned and operated by American brewer Nick
Smith, the focus is on barrel aged and hoppy brews, plus
beers showcasing South African fynbos. Nick
has no plans to distribute, so if you want to
sample, head to the brewery for a tasting
session and grab a growler to take home.

SHACKLETON BREWING CO.
BOLSTERS SA’S CASK ALE SCENE

JEFFREYS
BAY CRAFT
BREWERY
OPENS
A third microbrewery has opened in South Africa’s top
surf town. Jeffreys Bay Craft Brewery is the passion project
of Bruce Tavenor. After two years of construction and
planning, the brewpub opened its doors in December.
The six-strong core range includes Supers Light Lager,
Boneyards Dark Lager, Albatross Amber Ale and The Oom
Weizen. The beers are currently available exclusively at the
brewpub, but Bruce has plans to expand to nearby bars
and restaurants.

MAD GIANT ASKS

'WTF' IS THIS BEER?
Jo’burg brewery Mad Giant has been inviting drinkers to
guess the style of their new beer. When customers bought a
six-pack of Mad Giant brews in select stores, they received
a seventh mystery bottle with a label asking WTF they
thought it was. Five lucky winners who correctly identified
it as the brewery’s new lager received a pile of Mad Giant
goodies. The 4.2% ABV lager is now available in singles and
six-packs across Gauteng.

Based in a well-known student pub in the shadow of
Newlands Brewery, Shackleton Brewing Co. opened without
fanfare last winter. Brewer Steve Peel is still playing around
with the line-up, but you’ll currently find a Kölsch, an
English Bitter and a red ale on tap at the Springbok Pub. An
Australian Pale Ale is also in the works. The Shackleton team
plans to specialise in cask ales and will be installing handpulled pumps in select Cape Town outlets. In
April, they’re enlisting seven other breweries
and hosting a real ale festival on the street
outside the brewery (for more info,
see page 9).

Red Sky under
new management
After announcing the closure and sale
of the brewery last August, Red Sky
Brew has reopened with new owners,
but fans will be pleased to hear that
Mark Goldsworthy remains as brewer.
Local entrepreneur Clinton Steyn has
long been a follower of the brewery
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and says that taking over and keeping
Mark on was a ‘no brainer’. “My wife
Gemma and I have known Mark and the
Red Sky brand for a while,” says Clinton.

“He had been making great beer and
had an awesome brand but it was only
going to work for us if he stayed on.” The
brewery has seen a few upgrades since
the new owners took over, and there are
new brews and branding in the pipeline.
There is also a plan to expand distribution
to Mpumalanga and Gauteng in the
near future.

NOW AVAILABLE IN SOUTH AFRICA!

We now offer a competitive, excellent quality variety of European
imported base malts.
Viking Malt is the world’s leading malting company of special malts based in Finland.
Established in 1883, they have 135 years of experience and export to 65 different
countries around the world. Their malts come from the pure fields of Northern Europe
and are shipped from six malting plants all over the world to brewers both big and
small. Viking Malt has an annual production capacity of
600 000 tonnes.
Aspiring to be the most wanted and beneficial partner in special malt, their aim is to
help devoted brewers around the globe to make beers that people tell stories about.
DISCOVER THE WORLD OF MALT.

Ask for BevPlus for distribution within South Africa and Dematech for the rest of Africa:
bevPLUS and Dematech
13 Michigan Street, Airport Industria, Cape Town, South Africa, 7490

B E V E R A G E

I N N O VAT I O N S

bevPLUS: +27 (0) 21 820 9500
info@bevplus.com | www.bevplus.com

Dematech: +27 (0) 21 385 0483
info@dematechsa.com | www.dematechsa.com

BREW NEWS

SOUTH AFRICAN

NATIONAL BEER DAY
The second annual South African National Beer Day saw
people celebrating at breweries, bars and restaurants
around the country. More than 80 events were held across
six provinces, including another event in the popular Ales for
Tails series, raising almost R50,000 for charity. South African
National Beer Day is held on the first Saturday in February
and is a way for South Africans to celebrate and support the
country’s brewers.
Revellers raised thousands of Rands at the Ales for Tails festival in KZN

Homebrewers also had the chance to showcase their beers

Homebrewers joined the brewday at Stellenbosch Brewing Company

SAN Beer Day Broers at Brew

There were beer games galore at A Touch of Madness
in Cape Town
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Beer lovers joined Soul Barrel's Nick
Smith for a personal tour and tasting

It was a hands-on day at
Stellenbosch Brewing Co. with
customers helping to brew a NEIPA

BREWING

SYSTEMS

We design and install customized brewing systems
for beer, coffee, tea, spirits and more. Experience
gained from operating our own breweries has
helped us create functional and optimal systems
to fit your needs.
•
•
•
•

Centrifuges, tanks, kettles, lauters,
whirlpools, cooling systems, yeast
propagators and more
CE and ISO9001 Certified
5-year guarantee on all tanks
Complete design, construction,
installation and training

www.drifterbrewingsystems.com

OnTapDrifterBrewingSystems.indd 1

2/20/18 2:56 PM

BREW NEWS

WOODSTOCK

AND FULLER’S
RELEASE HOPPY
PORTER COLLAB

When brewing legend John Keeling was promoted from head brewer to beer
ambassador at London-based brewery Fuller’s, part of his job description was
collaboration brews. And if you’re going to arrange a collab, why not tie it in with
a trip to the tip of Africa? During his brief stay in Cape Town earlier this year, John
joined the team at Woodstock Brewery for a carefully considered collaboration.
“We were put in contact through a mutual friend – international hop merchant, Phil
Lowry,” says Woodstock brewer Dylan Franz. “He suggested that it would be great to
do a collab with Fuller’s during John’s visit and we were amped to do it.” After some
deliberations, they agreed on an “India Porter” – a beer that equally represented
both breweries. “We decided on a dark beer fermented with Fuller’s yeast that we
propagated up with Plato Yeast, then hopped that beer up,” says Dylan. “We like the
idea of it being a hoppy porter instead of calling it a black IPA or Cascadian dark ale.”
The beer has been christened African Pride, playing on the name of one of Fuller’s
best loved brews. It will be released in bottles and on tap in mid-March.

John Keeling (left) pauses for a pic with
Woodstock's head brewer,
Murray Stephenson

Connecting Global Competence

food & drink technology
Africa 2018

food and drink technology Africa is the
premier platform for the Southern African
food, beverage, and packaging industries.
The established event serves as a trade fair, topselling market place and future-oriented knowledge center.

Shaping the future
powered by Messe München drinktec

Contact
info@mm-sa.com

TELL THE BARTENDER

GOT A
BEERY
TALE TO
SHARE?
Send it to

MY FIRST

lucy@ontapmag.co.za and
you might just see your

name in print. If your story is

ENCOUNTER WITH 'EEPA'
CHRISTO KROG

chosen for publication, you’ll
get a year’s subscription
to On Tap on us!

WIN

I

language I knew for a fact existed. I wanted my mommy.
still remember the first time I walked into an establishment that
served craft beer. I was in my late 20s and I did not know what
But like a big boy, I soldiered on, and with much pretend
was going on. You have to understand that I was a boertjie from
confidence, I ordered myself an IPA. And when I say that I ordered
the platteland, and up to that point, I thought beer was lager and
an IPA, I do not mean that I ordered an I-P-A. No, not me.
lager was beer. I had heard of things such as mead and ale but I was
What I did was order myself a nice EEPA. Suffice it to say, the hipsters
very much under the impression that those things, much like elves
were amused by my performance, not that I am complaining. When
and dwarves, were only to be found in the lands of Middle-earth.
alcohol is being shared amongst friends, somebody needs to have a
I had no idea that real people in the
good time, even if it is at my expense.
real world were still consuming
About five minutes later my
anything else other than Castle
EEPA was placed in front of me and
When alcohol is being
or Black Label. Windhoek if they
shared amongst friends,
my drinking habits were about to be
were really fancy.
somebody needs to
changed forever. I can still remember
But there I was, a simple Saffa
have a good time,
how I wrapped my fingers around that
in Korea’s second city of Busan,
even if it is at my expense.
cold, soothing glass and brought it up
surrounded by hipsters from
to my mouth. I will never forget those
Oregon. If you are struggling to
otherworldly smells that wafted their
fully comprehend that sentence,
way up my nostrils or that amazing bitter taste that totally shocked
just imagine Jack Parow hanging out with the gang from 30 Seconds
my tongue into a different dimension.
To Mars in Tokyo. I was the odd one out and I was finding myself
It was right there and then that my long love affair with Black
in very scary surroundings.
Above the bar, there was this big blackboard with all the names
of the beers the place served, and not a single one of those names
read Heineken or Budweiser or Please-God-Help-Me. No, instead
the names came at me in the form of abbreviations, and most of
those abbreviations could not even have the decency to be in a
20
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Label came to an abrupt end. The good old zamalek had served its

purpose – mostly, if I’m honest, to get me drunk like no beer has
before. But now I had grown up and so had my tastes. It was the
moment that I finally realised that beer could be had for its flavour and
not just for its alcoholic content. It was the day I became a man.

BREW AT HOME
LIKE A PRO!
Crush the grain
with a

BULLDOG MALT MILL
then mash, lauter,
sparge, boil and cool,
all in one high
quality stainless steel

BULLDOG BREWER
“By BREWERs fOR BREWERs”

The Home Brewer’s Shop since 1952
For all your home brewing, cheese,
spirits and wine making needs.
93 Komatie Road Emmarentia
info@thehomebrewshop.co.za
011 646 9022/9173
Deliveries Nationwide

AGAINST THE GRAIN
THE OUTENIQUA REGION IS PERHAPS BEST KNOWN TO YOU
FOR ITS HOPS, BUT PERCHED ATOP THE MONTAGU PASS YOU’LL
ALSO FIND A BOUTIQUE WINERY. MIKE SIMPSON GOES OFF THE
BEATEN TRACK IN SEARCH OF A GLASS OF PINOT.

In South Africa we’re used to
our vineyards being set in rolling
countryside with scenic valleys
and perhaps a mountain or two
rising hazily in the distance.
Difficult-to-access wineries found
amidst rugged and isolated peaks
are a lot less commonplace.
But that’s where you’ll find
Herold Wines; nestled high up
on the historic Montagu Pass as
you climb out of the town of
George and head through the
Outeniqua Mountains towards
Little Karoo communities like
Oudtshoorn and Uniondale.
The pass is a delight, although
it’s not for the casual Sunday
afternoon wine-sipper. The road
is narrow, winding and rough,
with sheer drop-offs into the
valleys far below. Yes, there’s
a low stone wall, but it barely
seems adequate when you’re
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pushed up against it, trying
to allow an oncoming 4x4 to
squeeze past.
Named for John Montagu,
a one-time Colonial Secretary
of the Cape, the pass was
constructed in the 1840s as
the main road between the
Garden Route coastal plain
and the interior. Even today
you’ll discover well-weathered
landmarks such as the Old Toll
House, where passing wagons
paid a toll of two pence per
wheel and one penny for each
pulling animal.
But we’re here for more
than just the history and the
marvellous views; we’ve come
to visit Nico Fourie and his
splendidly isolated Herold
Wines which sits at the top of
the pass, surrounded by nature
reserve and stands of fynbos.
It’s small by South African

standards, covering just 8.5
hectares and producing 35
tonnes of grapes a year.
Indeed, even Nico seems a
little surprised at how things
have turned out. He arrived in
these cold and rainy mountains
intending to set himself up as a
cattle farmer, but fell into winemaking instead. Nearly six years
later he has used his self-taught
skills to turn the farm into a
successful supplier to Garden
Route hotels, restaurants, online
buyers and the passing trade.
“I bought the farm with zero
knowledge of wine. I didn’t even
have a love for it,” Nico recalls.
“The winery that was here had
closed and the place was on
the market. My expertise is in
animal production and I saw
potential in that. But now wine
is my passion; I love it through
and through.”

PINOT, RIESLING,
BUBBLY AND…BEER?

Nico Fourie ‘fell’ into
winemaking by accident

Sitting adjacent to the
tiny hamlet of Herold,
the Herold Conservancy
promotes a well preserved,
natural environment in this
part of the Outeniquas.

Herold Wines produces mainly
pinot noir, a red cultivar whose
characteristics include high
acidity and low tannins. It
also has a flavour that depends
heavily on where it is grown
and how the winemaker
treats it.
According to Nico, Herold
was the first winery in the area
to produce pinot noir, although
there are now five such
producers. There are also a few
produced along the Plettenberg
Bay wine route, about an hour’s
drive away. But, in general, the
soil around Plett is better suited
to white wines.
When it comes to reds, small
quantities of cabernet, merlot
and Shiraz are also produced
at Herold. For lovers of white
wine there’s a sauvignon blanc,
a Riesling and a natural sweet
wine. A Cap Classique bubbly
is on the way for the first time.
Also on the way is a boutique
brewery, which should come
into operation in 2018. It’s
perhaps an ideal location, given
that the Outeniqua mountains
are home to so many hop farms.

COOL EVENING MIST
“What makes Herold Wines
unique is that our highest
point is 700m above sea level
and we are just 15km from the
coast,” explains Nico. “So we
benefit from the cool mist that
comes in during the evening.
It’s particularly good for the
pinot noir, which wants to
ripen slowly. So the climate is
ideal and the soil – heavy with
lots of clay – is right too.”

Indeed, he’s quick to let
nature take credit for the good
wines produced here, rather
than his inherent ability as a
winemaker. “If the grapes are
not good, the winemaker can’t
create good wines,” he observes.
The rain – an annual
average of 822mm – and mist
in these mountains are integral
to the process. “It’s almost too
wet; once I went for four years
without ever having to turn
on a pump!” Nico tells us. But
that brings its challenges too.
Mildew is a constant threat
and is managed with vigilance
and responsible spraying.
But poison is off the table.
“I don’t spray with it; I don’t
keep it on the farm,” he says
emphatically. “Our wine is
very organic. Because our
grapes have got a high acid
content, the pH is very low.
So this is very good protection
for the wine and I put very
little sulphates into it. Natural
is good; I believe in minimal
intervention and I try to work
as simply as possible.”

BEAUTIFULLY
BOUTIQUE
That’s not to say that the grapes
don’t need protection from
pests – although here the pests
are larger than on your average
wine farm. Bush pigs are a
regular threat and the local
baboons are quite partial to
chomping on a grape or two; so
much so that the entire Shiraz
harvest has twice been lost to
their marauding ways. “It is
part of being in this beautiful
environment,” says Nico with
a shrug.
Apart from the outstanding
natural beauty, Herold Wines
is unusual in other ways too.
Bottling is done by hand using
a small, permanent on-site
plant. “We are one of only two
wineries in the Little Karoo
and Garden Route that bottles
in this way,” says Nico.
Also unusual is the fact that
names of employees involved
in the wine-making and
bottling process appear on the
labels.
It’s another endearing trait for
an endearing boutique winery
that’s well worth a visit.

NEED
TO
KNOW
The Montagu Pass is best tackled with a 4WD. If
you prefer to drive on tar, take the Outeniqua
Pass then join up with the Montagu Pass for
the last 4km. Herold is open for tours and
tastings. Accommodation is available in selfcatering cottages.
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A hands-on owner who
seems to enjoy having a finger
in every proverbial pie –
whether it’s serving behind the
bar, checking on guest meals
or looking after the on-site
bottling plant – he is happy to
show us around the property
on a bright summer’s morning.

TECH TALK

INTRODUCING THE
Less wastage, better preserved hop character and
extended shelf life. Nick Bush looks at the centrifuge,
an alternative to filtering that’s rapidly gaining
popularity in the American craft beer scene.

O

n a recent trip to the States at the end of 2017, I had the
pleasure of visiting and brewing at a number of awardwinning breweries. One aspect that stuck with me
from all of the interactions with fellow brewers was the use of a
beer centrifuge.
Until recently, centrifuges were only available for larger
breweries or for industries such as mining. However, over the past
few years technology has advanced enough to allow smaller brewers
to make use of these incredible machines. The traditional filtration
process being practiced by most breweries in South Africa is a
Diatomaceous Earth (DE) filter, a material made up of crushed
fossil-bearing rocks that are ground down to form a powder. The
filtration works by creating a layer of DE that the beer is pumped
through.
Although this is the most common filtration method in South
Africa, it has its flaws – chief among them, beer wastage. Typical
wastage levels are as much as 13% when using these filters and you
get left with a huge mess of DE that then needs to be disposed of.
Another disadvantage to these traditional filtration methods is the
loss of hop and beer flavours as you end up filtering out much of
the hop character you just spent a fortune putting into the beer.
Though a DE filter may initially be easier on the wallet, the entire
process, from the creation, to the use and disposal of DE is very
costly to our planet, with most of it ending up in landfills.
So how does a centrifuge work? After fermentation, the beer is
transferred to the centrifuge machine where it meets hundreds of
rapidly spinning plates (creating an equivalent surface area larger
than a rugby field). Any remaining solids in the beer, including
yeast, hop debris and proteins, are flung out to the edges and
ejected, leaving behind a clear beer ready to be packaged. Some
have expressed concerns over oxygen getting into the beer, but the
whole process happens without any exposure to oxygen.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF CENTRIFUGES
ARE NUMEROUS:

They do not require any consumables such as DE.
They have much smaller wastage levels (on average
around 3%).
All of the hop character and flavours are preserved.
Beer is far more stable and there is less dissolved
oxygen pickup with a centrifuge.
You get more beer out of every tank than you would
with a normal DE filter, preserving beer that would
otherwise have trickled down the drain.

Nick Bush meets the new
centrifuge machine at Drifter

INTRODUCING THE

The main disadvantage is the price –
these babies don’t come cheap. You’re
looking at a starting price of R850 000
for a centrifuge that can process 1000L
per hour. Of course, if you take into
account the cost of wastage and of course
general brand damage if you end up with
oxidised beer in the market, it is a solid
long-term investment.
While spending a day at Hopworks
Urban Brewery in Portland, Oregon, I
asked head brewer, Trevor Bass, why they
chose to invest in a centrifuge. “We were
initially interested in moving away from
a DE filter and to a centrifuge because of
the potential increase in batch yields and
a reduction on dissolved oxygen pickup,”
he explained. “We saw those benefits
immediately, but we also saw an incredible
increase in hop aroma on our dry hopped
beers, stability of that aroma over time as
well as a slight increase in yield for those
specific beers.”
Hopworks also found the centrifuge
useful for producing speciality beers. “We
spoke with another brewery that had

INTRODUCING THE

B E V E R A G E

I N N O VAT I O N S

adopted the treatment of cold steeping
coffee directly in the fermenter and then
spinning it out with the centrifuge rather
than making a cold brew and introducing
that to the beer,” Trevor says. “We found
the flavour and aroma development was
through the roof but without any bitterness
or vegetal character. We have since used
that process with fruit, spices, cocoa nibs
and other specialty ingredients.”
Back at Drifter in Cape Town, we
recently received our centrifuge and
are excited to see it in action. With our
output expecting to double this year we
will be able to meet the demand while
maintaining both our quality and shelf
life. One of the biggest challenges we face
in the South African retail beer space is the
lack of cold storage in bottle stores and
shops. By using a centrifuge we are able
to increase the shelf life of our beers from
three to eight months without affecting
those great hop (and coconut!) flavours we
love so much.

WORLD OF BEER

IN SEARCH OF

ALES
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henever I think
of Ethiopia, still
the first thing
that comes to mind are those
80s television news images of
drought and famine: flies sitting
on the sad faces of malnourished
children and desert landscapes
with nothing but a single dead
tree in sight. So, on landing at
Bole airport in the highland
capital of Addis Ababa, I
must admit I was surprised
to see such a busy, sprawling
metropolis of development and
modern construction.
Ethiopia is a land of
contrasts. It holds the title as
one of the poorest countries
in the world, ravaged by
drought and with most of
the population relying on
subsistence farming and foreign
aid. But it also boasts one of
the fastest growing economies
in the world with GDP growth
above 7%. As I landed in the
capital, one thing was instantly
obvious: Addis is booming –
and it seems Ethiopia’s beer
culture is booming too.
From the moment I boarded
the Ethiopian Airlines flight
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BRUCE COLLINS

Ethiopia has one of the world’s fastest
growing economies and in recent years,
mega breweries have been fighting to get a foot
in the door. But is there a place for craft in the
country’s booming beer market? Bruce Collins
sips his way around the capital to find out.
to Addis I could not help but
notice the presence of beer –
from beer advertisements in the
in-flight magazine to articles on
local malt-growing programmes
and a good variety of Ethiopian
beers available on board. I opted
for the beautifully decorated
can of a Habesha Cold Gold.
My in-flight dyslexia made me
wonder if it was a shout out
to the Queen of Sheba but it
is actually a traditional word
for the Abyssinian people,
and according to the brewery
the word habesha stands for
gratitude and the celebration
of togetherness. It defines the
shared pride and culture of
all Ethiopians and encourages
those who dare to be authentic.
I enjoyed the backstory and
it definitely increased my
enjoyment of the beer - a sweetsmelling but surprisingly tasty
light lager.

On arrival in Addis,
evidence of Ethiopia’s love for
beer continued to grab my
attention. The sheer number
of restaurants and bars sporting
the ubiquitous yellow beer
signage of St George fighting
a dragon, the unmistakable
evidence of a large multiplayer
beer market prevalent in the
number of beer branded trucks
delivering the golden nectar
busily around the city.
At my hotel I was informed
that the room rate included
dinner, bed and breakfast and
one free Meta Beer – another
pale lager brewed just outside
Addis. Now that’s my kind
of hotel. One evening after
a meal I enquired if I could
swap my injera (an acquired
taste) for a second beer and
the hostess gladly obliged.
Injera is the Ethiopian national
dish: a slightly sour, bubbly

pancake made from teff flour
and with a unique spongy
texture. I practiced my newly
learned six syllable Amharic
thank you: ameseginalehu. The
hostess blushed and smiled
politely as I sipped my second
bottle of Meta – certainly
easier to swallow than another
plate of injera.
Ethiopia was the only country
in Africa to avoid colonialism,
but the same cannot be said
for the beer industry. When
the government opened up
the brewing industry about
five years ago, international
brewing companies began
to scramble for a piece of
the Ethiopian beer market.
Today, most of the country’s
breweries, despite being started
in Ethiopia, are owned by
European megabreweries and
drinks companies, including
Heineken, Castel and Diageo.
As with most nations,
especially on the African
continent, the vast majority
of beers produced in Ethiopia
fall into the category of light,
sessionable, lagers. They tend
to be heavy on the adjuncts and

there’s not much to be found
in the way of ales. St George
Amber and Hakim Stout
were the only readily available
beers that stepped outside the
pale lager box and both of
them failed to wow: good for
refreshment after a day’s work
but nothing that’s going to get
you bragging on Untappd.
But then Ethiopian beer
suddenly got interesting. My
hosts grew tired of hearing my
pleas for a more rewarding beer
and introduced me to The Beer
Garden Inn, home of Garden
Bräu. Ethiopian beer was saved.
After sampling the light ale
affectionately named ‘Blondy’
and the dark ale which goes
by ‘Ebony’, I was truly treated
to the best beer I had during
my time in Ethiopia: The APA
(pronounced Uppa) or Addis
Pale Ale. It was clean, full

bodied, rich in colour and most
pleasantly hoppy. Granted, I
had drunk virtually nothing
but light lagers of varying
quality for the past three weeks,
and the APA was probably at
best just lightly hopped but it
was enough to leave me with a
smile and pleasant thoughts of
the hope of a future revolution
of beer in Ethiopia. Sadly, I
later learnt that the Addis Pale
Ale had been discontinued due
to its higher price point, but I
have hope that the locals will
gradually learn to love the fuller
flavoured brews.
For now it seems that the
most flavourful and adored
brew in the country will remain
coffee, but hopefully The Beer
Garden Inn will be the start of a
new era of beer appreciation in
the beautiful highlands nation.

Ethiopia’s only brewpub, Garden Brau

On arrival in Addis, evidence of
Ethiopia’s love for beer continued
to grab my attention.

ETHIOPIA’S BREWERIES:

A CHEAT SHEET
BGI Brewery
This large scale brewery produces the fiercely
Ethiopian brand, St George, as well as Castel and
Amber. It is owned by Groupé Castel (France).

Heineken Ethiopia
Brews Walia Lager and Radler, Bedele and Bedele
Special, Harar Lager, Hakim Stout plus two nonalcoholic brands and of course, Heineken.

Meta Abo Brewery
Owned by Diageo, they brew Guinness Extra Stout
and Malta Guinness, a non-alcoholic malt drink as
well as Meta Beer. They have also launched a new
clear sorghum beer, Azmera.

Habesha Brewery
A locally inspired brewery (with heavyweight Bavaria
among its shareholders) that brews Habesha beer.

Dashen Brewery
Based in the Northern Ethiopian region of Gondar,
Dashen is co-owned by Vasari Global, Duet Group a UK-based asset management firm - and the TIRET
Group, an Ethiopian endowment fund. Vasari also own
KWV in South Africa.

Garden Bräu

Currently Ethiopia’s only brewpub, Garden Brau is
based at the Beer Garden Inn, home to a small hotel,
a shiny Kaspar Schulz brewhouse and we dare say
Addis Ababa’s most flavourful brews. The brewery
is headed up by Banshebi Tejiwe, an ex-Meta Abo
brewmaster, and backed by Mario Delicio of Cape
Town-based Dematech.
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SHAWN DUTHIE

It is fair to say that, in Africa, South Africa is the
Charles Njogu, is in the process of setting up a
top craft beer destination. We have the oldest craft
larger brewery on the outskirts of Nairobi.
breweries, the most craft breweries and, arguably,
The other microbrewery has chosen not
the best craft breweries. But, fortunately, the
to walk down the brewpub path, operating a
beer revolution is beginning to take shape in
3000-litre brewhouse near the airport and then
other African countries. There’s a microbrewery
distributing across the country. Sierra Premium
specialising in sorghum in Ghana, a nanobrewery
also has an upscale restaurant in the affluent
or two in Namibia and several microbreweries in
Westlands suburb, though when I dropped in
Kenya that are all making flavourful inroads into
for a pint, they were pushing the extensive wine
Africa’s ubiquitous pale lager monopoly. Kenya
menu over their very good range of beers. The
seems poised to become the next star of African
lager is obviously the biggest seller, though the
craft, though there are still some major obstacles
amber ale is quaffable and the imperial stout
in its way.
is excellent, if not particularly imperial at only
When I visited Kenya, there were three
4.5% ABV.
microbreweries in the capital but just a few weeks
Brewer and owner, Alan Murungi, learned
after I left Nairobi, Sirville Brewery, a brewpub
to brew in California after seeing a gap in the
operating from the top floor
Kenyan market. He has
of a Nairobi mall, sold its
travelled around South Africa
equipment to the oldest
and admits that while Kenya
The lager is obviously
microbrewery in Kenya, Big
still has a long way to go, there
the biggest seller,
Five Breweries.
are plenty of opportunities
though the amber ale
Big
Five
Breweries,
in Kenya for craft beer to
founded in 2009, operates
grow. The biggest is a rising
is quaffable and the
out of Brew Bistro and
middle class, who are looking
imperial stout
Lounge which has two
to expand their tastes – be
is excellent
locations in Nairobi, catering
it in wine, whisky or beer
for a hip crowd largely made
– and are young enough
up of students. The restaurant is more lounge
to not have developed a devotion to Tusker.
than bistro, with funky low lighting, loud music
There are certainly signs that Kenya’s craft beer
and, during happy hour, some ridiculously
scene could begin to bloom, but there are also
cheap specials. While not a place to hold a BJCP
areas for improvement: there are few (to no)
competition, it serves as a gateway for those
homebrewers – historically the next generation
looking to move away from Tusker and its pale
of craft brewers; brewing supplies are difficult
lager peers usually consumed across the city. The
to obtain and the electricity supply is expensive
beers are German-style, and while I couldn’t help
and unreliable.
but notice some fermentation issues with the
These are not new issues for craft brewers
bock and Weiss beers, the German pils is very
from around the world and, ultimately, those
drinkable – crisp with a palatable bitterness.
who start breweries do it for the love of beer
There are plans to open a new bar, Brew Tap
more than the love of money (though money
Room, with the old Sirville equipment very
helps!). Kenyans already have a love of beer and,
soon. Meanwhile Sirville’s founder and a former
while still many years behind South Africa, the
chemical engineer with East African Breweries,
Kenyan craft beer revolution has begun.
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BREWER
February 1st marked International Gruit Day,
when beer lovers around the world honour
ale’s roots by ditching the hops in favour of a
bag of mixed herbs. This year more than 60
breweries participated, brewing up batches
of gruit in time for the big day. Representing
South Africa was Jo’burg-based Two Okes
Brewery. We chatted to Hennie and Ruth
Kloppers about their brand new historical beer.

What is International Gruit Day?

H&R: Since 2013, craft brewers with an interest in making
gruit ales have banded together to mark February 1st as
International Gruit Day. The day is intended to pay homage
to the historical traditions of brewing with herbs and spices in
lieu of hops.

How did you get involved with
International Gruit Day?

H&R: We had brewed a gruit for the Clarens Beer Festival, so
when we saw IGD, we felt that we had to use the opportunity
to be part of the initiative.

Why did you want to take part?

H&R: We love the history (or sometimes the mythology) of
beer. Gruit is such an old and almost forgotten style of beer
that was in use long before hops were discovered and used
in beer and we couldn’t resist the opportunity to bring it to
the South African beer drinking community. It is the absolute
romance of making a beer-style from the 10th Century.

Which herbs did you use?

H&R: We used wormwood, tulsi basil, stevia, elderberry and
clove, with all the fresh herbs coming from a fellow brewer’s
garden. We felt it was the best combination of herbs to show
people what a gruit beer can be without pushing people
away. The herbs were all added during the last 10 minutes of
the boil

What was the base beer?

H&R: It’s a basic pale ale recipe, with
a small portion of hops to assist in
the bittering base and a little dryhopping to keep the herbs
in balance.

When and where will
the beer be available?

H&R: The Two Okes Merlin’s
Ale will be launched at Clarens
Beer Festival 2018 and
then depending on
how much we
come back with,
we will put it
on tap at Craft
Beer Library,
Craft Exchange,
Beerhouse
Fourways and
Capital Craft Menlo.
Hennie from Two Okes Brewery enjoying the 'fruits' of his labour
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FEATURE

MEET
THE
YOUNG
GUNS
I

n recent years, the ever-popular lager has
been joined in South Africa by a plethora of
progressive brews. Many of these innovative
beers are found in our fridges thanks to an army
of young yet experienced brewers. Dan Gillespie
sat down with some exciting young names to talk
about beginnings, successes and big future plans.

Owning a craft beer business is tough. As the scene has
grown, so has competition, and the need to stand out
from the crowd has become imperative. For the following
brewers, though, that hasn’t been too hard. Armed with the
exuberance of youth, and some innovative ideas, they’re
making a name for themselves, despite all being under 35.
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NIALL COOK | Age: 26

Owner-brewer | Richmond Hill Brewing Co.

Port Elizabeth isn’t exactly heralded as a hotbed of
craft beer activity, but at least one outfit is planning
to change that. Niall Cook, who co-owns Richmond
Hill with well-known PE businessman Matt Repton,
sees a future where his beers are not only well known
in his hometown, but throughout South Africa.
Brewing out of Baakens Valley since 2016, Richmond
Hill’s flagship is an amber ale named for a local character
known as Car Park John, but they also produce
an ever-changing selection of experimental and
seasonal brews.
Niall’s brewing journey started in high school when
he was assigned a project which required him to
make something with yeast. A friend’s father offered
to show him how to brew beer and despite the
two-litre batch tasting terrible, Niall’s love of brewing
“snowballed”. First came the 50 litre all-grain system in
his dad’s backyard, and then a BSc in Molecular Biology.
After obtaining his honours degree, Niall secured an
internship at Metalman Brewing Company in Ireland,
and then worked in Germany in a malt house and a
number of brew pubs.
Armed with the technical know-how, and some realworld brewing experience, Niall returned to South
Africa and met up with a local businessman. “Matt,
who started Vovo Telo, had recently brought over a
BrewMagic system from the USA with the intention of
brewing beer for three of his restaurants - the Beeryard,
Beershack and Charlie’s Superstar. He needed a brewer
and I needed something to brew on. It was a perfect
match.”
Niall began to work on Car Park John, brewing
small batches which he then would tweak and refine
according to customer feedback. “Most had never
tasted an amber ale before and this meant we had put
a lot of time into education – talking to our customers
about the beer and ensuring the restaurant staff were
always up to speed,” says Niall.
It’s now at the point where he can brew experimental
beers without worrying that the market will be wary of
them. “Over the past couple of years the PE craft scene
has really matured and customers are hungry for more,”
explains Niall, “This has been great as it has allowed me
to open the flood gates and brew the more out-there
beers such as chamomile wheat ales, vanilla old ales,
fruit beers, big stouts, nitro beer, mint and chocolate
porters and so on.”
As for the future, Niall wants to make an impact
nationally. “We are now at the stage were we feel we
are ready to send Car Park John further afield. We also
have some collab brews lined up, so hopefully you will
be seeing RHBC in the major centres soon.”

2

MURRAY STEPHENSON | Age: 30

Head brewer | Woodstock Brewery

Over the past few years, Woodstock Brewery has made
its name with a raft of high quality beers, largely thanks
to the talents of head brewer Murray Stephenson.
Murray’s journey has been unconventional. Playing
drums in a Cape Town band, he found himself in need
of something to do during the day, and decided to start
figuring out how to brew beer in the kitchen of his flat
using a homebrew book. After he’d produced enough
good beer at home, he began to wonder if he could
make a living from his hobby.
“I started to reach out to different breweries, chatting
to people in the industry and trying to find a way into
the scene. Eventually I got in touch with Woodstock
Brewery owner Andre, who was getting the brewery
going at the time and needed helping hands,” says
Murray.
“There wasn’t much brewing happening when I
started so a lot of the time the other brewer, Dylan, and
myself would just sweep the brewery floors and polish
the tanks. Slowly as the brewing picked up and things
gained momentum, we became brewers under the
guidance of Dewald Goosen and Carel Heister.”
Following the departure of Dewald (to Tuk Tuk
Microbrewery in Franschhoek) and Carel (to his native
land of Holland), Murray was promoted to Head Brewer,
and has since completed his Diploma in Brewing
through the IBD (Institute of Brewing and Distilling).
“When I was starting out I think the challenge I faced
was just a lack of knowledge,” says Murray. “Everything
was very new and it was really difficult to figure it out.
But the more I learned at Woodstock the more I sought
to learn. I was reading as much as I could and that
spurred me on to get my diploma.”
Woodstock are perhaps best known for their hopforward IPA, Californicator, as well as their range of
innovative seasonal brews, including the Acid Queen
granadilla sour, and Sugarman, their barrel-aged
Belgian quad. When you read the line-up, it’s clear
that Murray doesn’t like brewing boring beers. “The
philosophy behind our beers was always to make them
bold and not compromise in the face of sales. I also
want to create new unique beers and that is why we
started making our seasonal range.”
But the beer of which Murray is most proud is Hazy
Daze, Woodstock’s SA National Beer Trophy gold
medal-winning witbier. “That was a recipe I came up
with while I was still home brewing and it has remained
unchanged since the first brew I did at home.”
On Tap / Autumn 2018 /
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RORY LANCELLAS | Age: 31

Owner-brewer | Aegir Project

The tale of how Rory Lancellas got into brewing is nothing
if not unique. Working as a carpenter in New Zealand in
his early 20s, he decided on a career change and, in his
words, became a brewer “almost accidentally”. On a
whim, he applied for a brewing position at Speight’s,
a large commercial brewery in New Zealand, not really
expecting to get the job since he had never so much as
completed a batch of homebrew!
However, they must have seen something in Rory,
as he was hired as an apprentice, working on a 200
hectolitre brewing system. “After working there I
moved to Scotland for a few years. At this time I looked
at getting experience in some smaller breweries and
started getting into experimental beers. After a year I
thought I’d learned all there was to know and started
looking into coming home to start up my own little
project”, says Rory.
“But a twist of fate resulted in me staying in Scotland
for another two years and getting involved with a small
brewery called Barney’s Beer. That job ended up being
the most influential on my brewing style and ethos.
Andrew Barnett, the owner, quickly made me realise I
actually knew very little about brewing and taught me a
great deal - mainly that you will never know everything
about brewing,” he continues.
After two years, Rory returned to Cape Town with
his partner, Carey Scagell, who he credits for actually
keeping the business going. The couple started Aegir
Project in July 2015, opening the taproom shortly
thereafter. For Rory, the brewery is a passion project. “I
often get asked which beer is the most popular or which
is my favourite and I always respond that all of them are.
The time and effort it takes to make each one of our
beers means that if there was one I wasn’t ecstatic with,
I wouldn’t brew it.
Aegir’s growth in the Cape Town scene has been slow
and steady, with Rory focusing on his core customers and
building relationships with retailers, while at the same
time producing a number of highly regarded seasonal
brews, like Rus Imperial Stout and Hopricot IPA. There
are big plans on the horizon, though, with an Ale House
located on the Constantia Uitsig estate opening in the
first half of 2018. “We want to push the boundaries of
the industry, create exciting beers and most importantly
have a little fun along the way.”
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EBEN UYS | Age: 33

Owner-brewer | Mad Giant
Mad Giant has become an institution in Johannesburg
in a relatively short space of time, thanks to the
enthusiasm of the city’s craft beer crowd, who had been
crying out for their own taproom/brewery destination
to rival the Cape’s many offerings. Opening the doors
to their brewery and restaurant in Fox Street in 2016,
after having contract brewed for two years before that,
Mad Giant’s success owes a great deal to the hard work
of Eben Uys.
Eben, who studied chemical engineering at
Stellenbosch, and became hooked on brewing while
he was there, is a self-confessed craft beer evangelist.
His ambition is to “continuously convert people to the
gospel of great beer” and through that “meet amazing
people and share their stories”.
The roots of Mad Giant lie in the Cape – Eben met
Charles Back, owner of Fairview Wines, at a mountain
bike race in 2011 and was given the opportunity to
work as project manager on phase one of what would
become Cape Brewing Company (CBC). Unfortunately
he had to leave before the project was finished, to work
back his bursary at Sasol.
“I was living in Secunda and missing great beer, so
I ordered monthly mixed cases from the League of
Beers,” recalls Eben. “Then, during a morning mountain
bike ride, a friend convinced me that we should start our
own brewery. All our savings were poured into recipe
development, branding, raw materials and a website
and we contract brewed for the first two years, while we
raised the funds for construction of our brewery.”
Since that moment, Eben hasn’t looked back. The
facility at Mad Giant now produces a range of five core
beers, covering the craft beer “standards” - an IPA, a
weiss, a pilsner, an amber ale, and an American pale ale.
The last of those, dubbed the Killer Hop APA, is the
beer Eben is most proud of. “I think it is a beautiful beer
– balanced, approachable, flavourful and sessionable.
And it won us a National Beer Trophy gold medal
in 2017.”
Eben’s brewing philosophy is simple. He wants big
flavour in his beers, without sacrificing sessionability. “In
South Africa you have to find the balance between the
two. The market here is a lot smaller than the USA and
very (commercial) brand loyal. We decided to stand out
by building a brewery that people can visit and get a
unique dining experience alongside their beer tasting.
Hopefully in the process we can challenge the mind
and senses.”

5

ANJA VAN ZYL | Age: 26

Head brewer | Hey Joe Brewing Co

“We want to brew off-the-wall beers by using local
ingredients and old school brewing techniques,” says
Anja van Zyl, who is in the process of launching Hey Joe
Brewing in Franschhoek with owner Gavin Magrath and
Belgian master brewer and engineer Bert van Hecke.
Anja, who spent three and a half years working under
Wolfgang Koedel at CBC started, like most, brewing
in the kitchen of her university digs. “We brewed with
real basic home brewing equipment but we kicked off
with an all-grain recipe and mashed in a cooler box with
stockings! I could hear the fermenters bubbling away
when I went to bed at night,” Anja remembers fondly.
After graduating and cutting her teeth at one of the
most well-respected breweries in the country, Anja was
offered an opportunity she couldn’t turn down – helping
to build and start up a Belgian-inspired craft brewery,
Hey Joe.
Planned for launch in spring this year, Anja and the
rest of the team are designing the brewery themselves,
from scratch. “My beers mainly have Belgian origins but
with a South African twist - Hey Joe Brewing Company
will merge the two countries’ beer styles,” Anja
lexplains. “We are going back to basics with a 1961
copper brewhouse and a coolship (a traditional, opentop fermentation vessel), and will transfer to wooden
barrels where further conditioning will take place.”
Using her background in food science, and love
for nature, Anja believes that she’ll be able to brew
incredible beers with inspiration from Belgian styles.
“I want the South African craft beer drinkers to learn
more about Belgian beer styles and the different ways
to brew beer. Sometimes less is more.”
With that cryptic sign off, it’s clear Anja and the rest
of the team at Hey Joe are looking to shake things up
in 2018.
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HOMEBRU
By now, if you’ve been
following this column,
you’re well on your way to
becoming pretty skilled
at crafting your own suds.
Your friends are most likely
looking forward to your
next creations, and you
may even have joined your
local homebrewer’s club.

MARCEL HARPER

S

o, what’s next? How can you make even
better beer? In this article, we’ll look at a very
important pathway to advanced brewing:
learning how to handle your hops. Before we
get there, let’s quickly review why hops and beer are such
great partners.
HOPS: THE BASICS
You may recall that malted grains form the base of beer
and supply yeast with vital sugars. The yeast in turn
produces alcohol and CO2. The funny thing about sugar
is that it’s, well, sweet. And unless you want to go oldschool, you don’t want to quaff a beer that tastes like
it belongs at a four-year old’s birthday party (side note
– do not serve beer at a four-year-old’s birthday party,
however sweet it may be).
In the days when tablets were made of clay rather
than silicon and glass, brewers balanced the sweetness
of malts with various herbs and spices. These were coolsounding, Tolkien-esque named things like bog myrtle,
yarrow and wormwood. In fact, such drinks are still
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being produced by a few breweries. These are called gruit
beers, named after the mix of herbs and spices used in
lieu of hops.
But bog myrtle can only take you so far, and when
folks started to add hops to beer, things got interesting.
Hops are far superior to old-fashioned solutions because
of their ability to preserve and protect beer from spoilage.
Hops also fight bacterial growth, which is good news for
the homebrewer. And of course, one of the lovely things
about hops is the sheer range available to the modern
brewer. There are hundreds of varieties and each year hop
farmers release more into the market.
Hops are versatile: they impart both bitterness and
flavour to beer. Depending on the varietal, you can make
your beer taste like flowers, pine cones, herbs, lemons,
grapefruit, or anything in-between.
This versatility doesn’t just stop at different flavours
though. In this issue, we’ll be taking a look at three nifty
methods of using hops that’ll give your beer a serious
shot in the arm.

01

first wort hopping. It’s usually best to use the
noble, more aromatic hops, so take that 30%
out of the later hop additions. Therefore, if
you were going to add a total of 300 grams
of hops of which 150 grams were late hop
additions (i.e. added in the last 15 minutes of
the boil), you’d move around 90 of the 150
grams of late hops to first wort hopping.
When sparging, add the first wort hops
in the kettle and steep in the wort as it runs
into the kettle. If you’re using brew-in-a-bag,
simply remove the bag and put the first wort
hops in the kettle and then heat to boil. From
that point on, just follow your recipe, albeit
with the first wort hops now subtracting from
your late hop addition.

The hop’s
flavourenhancing
properties are
largely due to
volatile oils that
contain the
Dry Hopping
bitter, fruity,
and herbaceous
flavours that we associate with this wonderful
plant. By boiling the hops, we release these oils
partly into the beer and partly into the air as
the wort evaporates.
To capture all of the subtle, aromatic flavours
of hops, you can try dry hopping. Here, hops
are added during the fermentation process,
usually after primary fermentation. Generally,
you can try almost any hop varietal you fancy,
but aromatic hops like Amarillo, Citra, and
Simcoe are good ones to start with. Dry hopping
captures the grassier, fresher profile of these hops.

In a 19-litre batch, you can start with 3040 grams of hops, placed directly into the
fermenter for about 3-7 days before bottling.
The more hops you use and the longer the
contact with the beer, the more intensely
flavoured (and hazier) your beer will be.
Some brewers place their hops in a bag,
but I wouldn’t recommend it. Placing the hop
pellets directly into the fermenter allows for
maximum surface contact and more flavour.
Also, don’t worry about sanitising the hops. By
this stage, your beer will have enough alcohol
to act as a natural disinfectant and besides that,
hops are naturally resistant to microbes.
Once you’ve got the basics down, you can
start to experiment with multiple dry hopping
schedules, adding different hops for different
contact-time durations in one beer. In dry
hopping, much like Australian-rules football,
there are no rules.

Generally, the
longer you boil
hops, the more
bitterness is
extracted. That’s
why you add
bittering hops at
Whirlpool Hopping
the start of the
boil and flavour/
aroma hops nearer to the end. But, if you want
to extract juicier, more fruit-forward flavours
from hops without too much bitterness,
whirlpool hopping is the way to go.
As in the techniques discussed earlier, no
one hop varietal is better than another when
it comes to experimenting with whirlpool
hopping. Rather use the type of hops that fits
the style you’re trying to capture. The method
relies on your wort being below boiling
temperature to reduce the degree of bitterness

extracted from the hops.
To try whirlpool hopping, first create a
whirlpool after flame-out, and wait for the wort
to cool to around 80°C. Then add the hops.
You can start with 30 grams and work your way
up from there in subsequent brews to see what
the effect will be. In fact, more than a few craft
breweries nowadays are using only whirlpool
hopping and no early kettle additions to achieve
bright, hoppy, sessionable beers.

METHOD

METHOD

METHOD

By now you
know that
adding hops
in the boil
will bitter and
flavour your
First Wort Hopping beer, depending
on when you
chuck them into the kettle. What you might
not know is that hops can be added before
you even start to boil your wort.
Brewers who employ first wort hopping
find that their finished beers have smoother,
softer hop bitterness and increased hop aroma.
So how does it work? First, move around
30% of your recipe’s total hop quantity to

02
03

GOOD LUCK
AND HAPPY
HOPPING!

BREW-IT-YOURSELF:
Imperial Chocolate Milk Stout
Cape Town-based Nick Reed was
the grand prize winner in the 2017
National Homebrew Champs.
Here he shares his winning recipe.
Nuts & Bolts
Batch size: 22 litres | ESTD OG: 1.100
ESTD FG: 1.022 | ESTD ABV: 10.4%
Boil time: 60 minutes
Mash Ingredients
Calcium chloride 7g
Magnesium sulphate 3g
Calcium sulphate 2g
Pale malt 7kg
Caramunich I 0.5kg
Chocolate malt 0.5kg
Munich I 0.5kg
Wheat malt, Pale 0.5kg
Flaked oats 0.25kg
Flaked barley 0.25kg
Roasted barley 0.25kg
Boil Ingredients
Calcium chloride 3.5g @ 60 mins
Magnesium sulphate 1.5g @ 60 mins
Calcium sulphate 1g @ 60 mins
Southern Aroma [5.6%] 70g @ 60 mins
East Kent Goldings [5%] 29g@ 60 mins
PolyClar BrewBrite 5g @ 10 mins
East Kent Goldings [5%] 30g @ 10 mins
Lactose 0.5kg @ 0 mins
Mash Steps:
Mash with 27.5L of water for
75 mins @ 64.5 C
Mash-out at 75.6°C for 10 mins
Fly sparge with 13.8L water. It is
important to sparge/lauter very slowly
to get the required efficiency. I spent
over an hour on this step.
Fermentation & Conditioning
• As it’s a high gravity beer, use at
least 33g of US-05 Yeast.
• Ferment for five days at 19°C, then
as fermentation slows, ramp up to
20-24°C over two to three days.
• At 10 days, add 100g cacao nibs to
the fermenter – it’s good idea to
soak them in vodka for a few days
beforehand.
• Ferment for a total of three to
four weeks, rocking the fermenter
regularly to ensure the yeast stays in
suspension.
• Cold crash for three days and
keg. Bottle conditioning might be
a risky option, as an incomplete
fermentation due to the high alcohol
content could result
in bottle bombs.
• Carbonate and
store keg at 3°C
for a few months
to allow beer to
mature. The beer
I entered in the
nationals had been
in the keg for six
months and was
bottled just prior to the
entry closing date.
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HOMEBREWERS’ DIARY
MARCH
07

JoHogs

Schwabinger Stuben, Randburg | 6:30pm

21

Members R140, non-members R160 including dinner.
Details TBA.

13

Durban Homebrewers

Musketeers German Club, Westville | 6:00pm

25

15

Hoghouse Brewing Co., Cape Town | 6:30pm

17

29

Yeastern Cape Brewers

Jack Black’s Brewing Co | 11:00am-4:00pm
Tickets R120

WortEast

Werner’s Bistro, Bedfordview | 6:30pm
Members R140, non-members R160 including dinner.
Details TBA.

German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 7:00pm
Bring some of your latest brews for tasting and
discussion. We welcome any new and interested nonbrewers.

Southyeasters Summer Fest

Book ahead for our annual tasting festival, where you
can chat to brewers, learn to brew and sample the club’s
latest beers, plus be a beer judge for the day and vote
for the best brew.

SouthYeasters

There will be a talk on brewing for beginners, detailed
info on Summer Fest plus it’s happy hour on beers
all evening!

Triggerfish Brewing Co, Somerset West | 6:30pm | R50
Keep an eye on our Facebook group for updates.
Free entry for first timers!

Lagers brew-to-style winner announcement.

14

Helderberg Homebrewers

31

RHBC Homebrew Fest

Chucky’s Yard, Port Elizabeth | 12:00pm | Tickets R160
Grab your branded tasting glass and sample the local
homebrewers’ wares. To request a stand at the festival
(homebrewers only), email homebrewfest@outlook.com.

Wort Hogs Summer Beer Fest

The Farm Inn, Pretoria | Tickets R75
Taste the brews and vote for your favourite! Tickets
available through members, details on the Wort
Hogs website.

APRIL
03

Worthogs Pretoria

Capital Craft, Centurion | 6:30pm

12

Members R150, non-members R170 including dinner.
Details TBA.

11

SouthYeasters

Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Cape Town | 6:30pm
Check our Facebook page for updates on what’s
happening this month.

12

Worthogs Fourways

Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres | 6:30pm
Members R120, non-members R150 including dinner.
Details TBA.
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Yeastern Cape Brewers

German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 7:00pm
Bring some of your latest brews for tasting and
discussion. We welcome any new and interested
non-brewers.

18

Durban Homebrewers

Woodstock venue, Glenashley | 6:00pm
Social meet, bring tasters, traders and an appetite!

18

Helderberg Homebrewers

Triggerfish Brewing Co, Somerset West | 6:30pm | R50
Keep an eye on our Facebook group for updates.
Free entry for first timers!

WEYERMANN SPECIALTY MALTS
®

Brennerstrasse 17-19 · 96052 Bamberg - Germany · www.weyermannmalt.com

OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN AFRICA:
bevPLUS (PTY) ltd. and Dematech (PTY) ltd.
13 Michigan Street · Airport Industria · 7490 · Cape Town · South Africa
Phone bevPLUS: + 27 - (021) - 820 9500 · e-mail: info@bevplus.com
Phone Dematech: + 27 - (021) - 385 0483 · e-mail: info@dematechsa.com
www.bevplus.com

HOMEBREWERS’ DIARY

MAY
02

15

JoHogs meeting

Schwabinger Stuben, Randburg | 6:30pm
Members R140, non-members R160 including dinner.
Details TBA.

09

SouthYeasters

Motherland Brewers, Cape Town | 6:30pm
Check our Facebook page for updates on what’s
happening this month.

10

Yeastern Cape Brewers

German Club, Lorraine, Port Elizabeth | 7:00pm
Bring some of your latest brews for tasting and
discussion. We welcome all new brewers!

Durban Homebrewers
Amsterdam Bar and Grill, Glenwood | 6:00pm
Social meet, bring tasters, traders and an appetite!

16

Helderberg Homebrewers
Triggerfish Brewing Co. Somerset West | 6:30pm | R50
Keep an eye on our Facebook group for updates.
Free entry for first timers!

31

WortEast Meeting
Werner's Bistro, Bedfordview | 6:30pm
Members R140, non-members R160 including dinner.
Details TBA.

FOR MORE INFO
Durban Home Brewers
facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers

Helberberg Brewers
facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew

East Coast Brewers (KZN)
facebook.com/groups/eastcoastbrewers

SouthYeasters (Cape Town)
southyeasters.co.za
Wort Hogs (Gauteng/North West)
worthogbrewers.co.za

Eden Brewers (Garden Route)
facebook.com/edenbrewers
Hartbeespoort Brewers
facebook.com/groups/hartbeespoortbrewers

Yeastern Cape Brew Club
facebook.com/yeasterncape

Host an event or party at Drifter!
Request a venue hire quote today
Anna@DrifterBrewing.co.za
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Ever wanted to
own a brewery?
Now is your chance to
become a partial owner at
Drifter Brewing Company,
an expanding and innovative
brewery that has grown an
average of 120% in the past
three years.
• Limited shares available
• The minimum investment is
only R1000
Contact us for an investment packet
DrifterCapital@DrifterBrewing.co.za

OnTapDrifterShareOffer.indd 1

Air Products South Africa (Pty) Limited manufactures, supplies and
distributes a diverse portfolio of atmospheric gases, specialty gases,
performance materials, equipment and services to the Southern African
region.
Air Products touches the lives of consumers in positive ways every day,
and serves customers across a wide range of industries from food
and beverage, mining and petrochemicals, primary metal and
steel manufacturers, chemical applications, welding and cutting
applications to laboratory applications.
Founded in 1969, Air Products South Africa has built a
reputation for its innovative culture, operational excellence
and commitment to safety, quality and the environment.
In addition the company aims to continue its growth and
market leadership position in the Southern African region.

2/20/18 2:55 PM

Service that
delivers the

Difference

www.airproducts.co.za

BEER MEETS FOOD

PAIRING VEGETARIAN FOOD

WITH BEER
Wendy Jasson da Costa
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“I’d love a lager and a side
of cauliflower au gratin”...
said nobody that I’ve ever known. As a die-hard vegan
I’ve been offered fruit juice, cocktails and cool drinks, but
somehow never an ice cold beer to go with a meal. There’s
a stereotypical view that anything fatty, meaty and tasty
goes well with beer and that vegans and vegetarians prefer
water and carrot sticks. But vegans have taste buds too and
there’s nothing like a thirst-quenching brew when you’re
downing a chickpea curry. And before you think it, no, it
doesn’t have to be a non-alcoholic beer.
Gone are the days when beers and braais were solely
the domain of carnivores. Now vegans and vegetarians
are also pairing their meals with beer and wine and the
outcome can be mouth-watering. In fact several books
have been penned about this growing trend. In his book,
The Tipsy Vegan, American author John Schlimm tells
readers how to turn every bite into a “happy hour”. He
says while pairing food and drink with similar flavour
profiles can work, opposites really do attract. Writing in
the Vegetarian Times last year, he said that when drinking
and eating you should “bring balance to a beer and food
pairing by mixing and matching smoother, sweeter, or
subtle flavoured food with a more intense, palate-grabbing
beer, and vice versa” – for example to pair garlicky veggie
kebabs with the subtle flavours of a pale lager.

Vegetable Curry
Serves: 4-6 | Preparation time: 15 minutes | Cooking time: 40 minutes

Ingredients

Method

1 box Fry’s korma curry pieces
3 potatoes, peeled and cubed
1,5 cups butternut, peeled and cubed
2 tbsp oil
1 onion, diced
3 garlic cloves – crushed
2 tsp ground cumin
1,5 tsp ground cayenne pepper
4 tsp curry powder
4 tsp garam masala
2cm piece of ginger, peeled & chopped
2 tsp salt
1 can chopped tomatoes
1 can coconut milk
1 cup green beans - sliced
1 can chickpeas
6 rotis
coriander (dhania)
basmati rice

Prepare fire.
Put potjie pot on fire, heat oil and
stir in onion and garlic.
Cook for three minutes until
onion has softened then add all
spices including salt and ginger.
Add tomatoes, potatoes and curry
pieces. Pour in coconut milk and
simmer for 20 minutes.
Add water if necessary.
Add butternut and simmer for a
further 15 minutes.
Gently stir in the green beans
and chickpeas and simmer for
two minutes. Garnish with fresh
coriander and serve with basmati
rice and rotis.

By the time your curry is ready to eat the fragrance alone
would have attracted the most ardent meat eater. Offer them
a pale ale or a pilsner with the curry and you might convince
them to take a walk on the veggie side more often.

DROUGHT FOCUS

C

ape Town’s drought is reaching
crisis point, with locals preparing
for the possibility of Day Zero.
Commercial brewers are already making
plans - installing boreholes and water
treatment plants, shipping water from
around the country, searching for springs
on their property, performing regular
rain dances and if all else fails, making
plans to turn to contract brewing.
There has already been one
brewing casualty, with Woodstockbased nanobrewery Gallows Hill
announcing that they will suspend
brewing until Cape Town’s water
situation improves. “Given the
catastrophe facing the city and the fact
that we do not rely on the brewery for

our livelihoods, we feel that the most
appropriate thing to do – until the
water situation improves or we can
engineer another solution – is to suspend
brewing,” they announced on Instagram,
ending with a promise to be back.
Elsewhere in Woodstock, Drifter
Brewing has used the drought to get
creative, releasing their Water Restriction
Gose. A small portion of the water used
for the brew was collected from the chilly
depths of the Atlantic Ocean, with the
Drifter team swimming to the backline
in Blouberg to capture their brewing
liquor. The beer is available through
League of Beers, at select liquor stores,
branches of Hudsons and of course at
Drifter’s tap room.

SAB to distribute water

South African Breweries (SAB) have announced plans to help
deliver drinking water in the event that Day Zero arrives.
The company, now owned by AB InBev, has pledged to distribute
a million cases of water throughout Cape Town every
week if the city’s taps are turned off.
And no Castle Lite jokes please folks – this is serious business!

HOW TO BREW IN A DROUGHT
Homebrewing is not a drought-friendly hobby and some Cape Town homebrewers have
already opted to hang up their mash paddles until the worst has passed. But it is possible to be
a water-wise brewer. Here are some top water-saving tips from the Cape’s homebrewers:
Andrew Robinson
I’m doing partial mash so am only boiling about half the water
and then topping up the fermenter with cold bottled water. I cool
the boiled wort with pool water pumped using a fountain pump
through my unused garden hose to a chiller and back to the pool.

pump it out of the bucket into a counter flow. It then feeds back
into the pool.

Paul Groenewald
I plan to brew with spring water all the way from Swellendam.
I’ll also use my pool for cooling and rainwater or spring water for
cleaning.

Alan McLachlan
I have made some process changes (e.g. no-chill brewing) to
reduce water usage, and have been buying bottled water to brew
for the last six months, although that’s now a problem due to the
panic buying. I have stocked up on homebrew, and am probably
looking at one more brew day max before turning to crates of
macro lager…

Darren Taljaard
Before I stopped I was cooling with pool water, recirculating the
water back into my pool so there was no wastage. I have a 67-litre
bucket with tap fittings that I would fill with pool water, then

David Tinker
I did my last brew with rainwater but I’m going to pause
brewing for a bit now as I will need that water if we hit
day zero.
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CAPE
UMBRELLAS
est.1999

25% OFF

PL
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N
IF F E RE

T

BREWERS GET

SI M

There’s nothing shady about this deal!

ALL UMBRELLAS

when purchased directly from Cape Umbrellas
What better way to enjoy a cold brew than outdoors and
under a Cape Umbrella?
Ts & Cs: - Discount is valid till the end of May 2018
Only applicable when purchased directly from Cape Umbrellas

CAPE TOWN FACTORY
Falcon Crescent, Airport City, Cape Town.
T: +27 (0) 21 448 6012
F: +27 (0) 21 448 6005

JOHANNESBURG OFFICE
Unit B1, 3 Dakota Crescent, Airport Park, Germiston.
T: +27 (0) 10 880 0805
F: +27 (0) 86 668 8416
r ic a
- a me

WWW.CAPEUMBRELLAS.COM

s - e urope - af ric a - asia - a ustralas
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ON THE HOP

DRY
COUNTY
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It’s big and hot and empty and is beer’s final
frontier. Our editor Lucy Corne packs her
binoculars, road map and bottle opener and sets
off in search of craft beer in the Northern Cape.

T

he sky was dimming, the setting sun
bringing with it a palette of fuchsia,
gold and amber. The Orange – AKA
Gariep – River gently roared in the gorge
far below. I was the only person for 10km,
sharing the patio of my vertiginously
perched chalet only with the occasional
dassie or gecko. I peered over the edge
of the Oranjekom Gorge, deep in the
Augrabies Falls National Park, and took a
long swig of beer. It had been a long day
of dirt road driving – roads that at one
point got so bad that I abandoned my
rental car and hiked the last kilometre to
my lunchtime destination, 40-degree heat
be damned.
People often ask what the best beer I’ve
ever had was, but there’s more to the perfect
beer than ownership or hop varietals or
IBUs. This was the perfect setting – the
view, the solitude, the birdsong and the
blissfully cool temperature as the sun did
its daily disappearing act. And for that time
and that place it was the perfect beer. For
the record, it was a bottle of Castle Lager.

Diamond lager, pilsner and pale ale on tap
at a couple of Kimberley bars.
Most notably, the beers will be
available at The Occidental Bar. “The
Ox” is a mock-up old-time pub in the
reconstructed Victorian settlement at the
Big Hole Complex. The main draw of
Kimberley is its ability to make you feel
like you’ve stepped back in time, and The
Ox, with its dark wooden bar and black
and white photos of bygone Kimberley,
has a certain, albeit polished, Victorian
charm. It also has the best selection
of craft beer in the city – if not the
entire province.
On tap there are a few beers from bigname microbreweries in Cape Town and
Gauteng alongside the SAB regulars and a
couple of imports, and there’s plenty more
in the bottle. With the exception of a few
brews from Bavaria Brouery in Orania,
the craft beers all hail from outside the
province, so seeing a Diamond Lager in
the fridge would be a fine and fitting end
to a tour of the Big Hole.

If you’ve never taken the tour, the
Big Hole undoubtedly merits a morning
of your time. After peering into the
world’s largest hand-dug hole (far more
impressive than the description would
have you believe), you take a slightly
ridiculous elevator trip down a mockup mineshaft and then get the chance to
nose around the vault, filled with closely
guarded gems.
The slightly theme-parkish but highly
enjoyable old town adjoining the Hole
gives you a taste of the Kimberley of yore:
try your luck at skittles, take a comically
short tram ride, peer into a recreated boxing
gym, sweet shop and saloon, then of course
end up with an actual beer in The Ox.

DESERT THIRST
Leaving diamond town behind, I headed
north to iron ore country (it’s all about
mining in this part of the world). I
learned a nanobrewery might be on the
cards in Kuruman but for now settled
for a fine glass of homemade ginger beer
before turning west towards Upington.
Upington’s greatest attraction – other than
the wide river cutting through the suburbs
– is the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, a
2½-hour drive north. It makes sense then,
that the first brewery in the area has taken
its name from the desert region.

LAGER LAND
I sometimes think that the likes of Castle
or Hansa were brewed with the Northern
Cape in mind. After a day of long, straight,
hot roads or any amount of time hiking
or even strolling under those endless
blue, sunny skies, I find a pint of lager is
everything I want. Perhaps this is, at least
in part, why craft beer has been slow to
take off in South Africa’s largest province.
I don’t mean to say that a microbrewer
can’t produce a crisp, refreshing lager, but
for many – dare I say most – the perfect
Northern Cape beer already exists.
But with that said, craft beer is at last
beginning to make inroads in the Northern
Cape. My trip kicked off in Kimberley, at
the brand new Diamond Craft Brewing
Co. The brewery was in fact so new that
the first batch was still in the fermenter
when I visited, but luckily owner Aubrey
Schutzler is enough of a beer lover that his
fridge was well stocked with interesting
imports. We sipped and chatted about
Aubrey’s beers, his blue agave spirit (you
can’t call it tequila) and his plans to sell the
On Tap / Autumn 2018 /
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THIRSTVILLE, NC:

ON THE HOP
Kalahari Craft Beer launched in 2017
and produces three beers – Gemsbok
Lager, Puffadder Weiss and Meerkat IPA.
The brewery itself doesn’t have a taproom
but you can taste at Café Zest, one of
Upington’s best places to dine. If you’ve
come this far though, it makes sense to go
that extra proverbial mile (or literal 155
miles) and head for the park.
The Kgalagadi is the archetypal African
park: handsome herds of gemsbok plodding
along rust coloured sand dunes, lions
napping under camelthorn trees, fireball
sunsets and vast, star-studded night skies.
While the park is accessible in a sedan, a
4x4 is strongly recommended if you really
want to explore. I drove a 100km section in
my rented Kia Picanto, but it was an often
stressful drive, particularly after seeing a
busload of septuagenarian Dutch tourists
looking on forlornly as their guides and
driver tried in vain to hoist their minibus
from a particularly deep patch of sand.
The Kgalagadi is best known for its big
cat sightings and to make the most of it,
you need an absolute minimum of three
days in the park. Distances are vast, roads
are sandy and day visits will only allow you
to glimpse a fraction of it, but if you are
looking for a place to spend a night before
delving deep into the transfrontier park,

you could do a lot worse than Molopo
Lodge. Well-priced, friendly and with
pretty landscaped gardens surrounding a
large swimming pool, the lodge is only half
an hour from the park gates. Best of all,
they stock the full range of Kalahari beers
alongside some lesser seen brews from the
northern reaches of the Western Cape.
As I gradually made my way towards
the Western Cape – via Kakamas, Pofadder
and Springbok – I stopped often to try
and sniff out any sign of new breweries.
And the best place to find beer, it seems,
is at a winery. At Bezalel Estate, 30km
south of Upington, they produce wine,
brandy, mampoer and occasionally,
beer. Alas, there are no permanent beers
on tap – production is generally for
weddings and the like – but it seems likely
that a brewery will appear here in the
not-too-distant future.
The road to get here has been as long as
any you’ll drive in the Northern Cape, but
it seems that craft beer has finally arrived in
the province. It’s unlikely to take over the
local beer market any time soon, but at least
you can stop every 400km or so to sample
a microbrewed ale before you get back to
your cold bottle of pale lager and your
enviable Northern Cape view.

5 TOWNS THAT SHOULD
HAVE A BREWERY

01

Sutherland

02

Pofadder

03

Port Nolloth

04

Springbok

05

Victoria West

Kakamas and Kleinsee:
Coming soon

Bushman Brewing Company has been a long time in the making but as
On Tap went to print, brewer Stefan Steenkamp was poised to finish his
first licenced brew. After two years of red tape-wrangling, the Kakamas
brewery is finally ready to start producing its four beers: Choje Ale,
Wandering Weiss, Kalahari Blonde and Charging Ox Porter. The beers
will be available in restaurants and bars from Kakamas to Upington, with
plans to distribute throughout the province as production grows. Stefan
also aims to open a tasting room in Kakamas.
Further west, the Northern Cape coast could soon see a small brewery
starting up. Once a thriving diamond town, Kleinsee’s heart was ripped
out when De Beers pulled out in 2009. Schools closed, attractions ceased
to operate and the population dwindled to just 700 souls. Plans are slowly
taking shape for a small brewery which will at least attract a trickle of
thirsty travellers throughout the year.
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Almost everything in
the tiny Karoo town is
named for something
astronomical, and I can
just imagine sitting under
the stars, sipping on a
warming Baltic porter from
a brewing company called
Nebula or Cosmos or
Geosynchronous Orbit…

It’s hours and hours from
anywhere and there’s
pretty much nothing to
see or do, so imagine how
happy you’d be to see a
brewpub in South Africa’s
official back of beyond.

There’s a Wild West feel
to this windswept coastal
hamlet, and a saloon-style
brewpub on the seafront
would be the perfect place
to watch the sun dipping
into the Atlantic.

The stopover town is home
to a superb steakhouse,
the Tauren Steak Ranch.
Tuck a 50-litre brewery in
the back and people might
actually spend a second
night in Springbok.

The dusty main road in
this Great Karoo treasure
is lined with Instagramworthy architecture
and I can easily picture
myself sipping on a pint
of English bitter as the
tumbleweeds fly on by.

BREW REVIEWS

Devil’s Peak
Collaboration Series

At last year’s Cape Town Festival of Beer, Devil’s Peak launched six
collaboration brews produced in conjunction with breweries from
around the world. We got four of our regular contributors to pass
judgment on the collaborative six-pack, released in cans in December
2017. As you will see, their opinions often differed, sometimes wildly…
Naartjie Sour

EASY
PEELER
Devil’s Peak x Mikkeller

Black IPA

DARK IS
THE NIGHT
Devil’s Peak x Fierce Beer

Kölsch

GIPSY
KING
Devil’s Peak x Gipsy
Hill Brewing

Mango Sour

IT TAKES TWO
TO MANGO
Devil’s Peak x
Fourpure Brewing
Honey Saison

WILD
BLOSSOM
Devil’s Peak x
Amundsen Bryggeri

India Pale Lager

DATE
NIGHT
Devil’s Peak x Alpha Craft

If the flavour delivered on the aroma’s promises of citrus, this would have possibly
been a winner. Unfortunately the sourness is completely overboard and aggressive,
leaving the shattered taste buds barely capable of tasting anything else. 2.1/5. JHA
I would peel this all day, its enticing naartjie aroma followed up by intense acidity.
You may or may not be able to taste anything else afterwards. But why would you
want to? 4.5/5 MS
There’s a subtle tropical fruit aroma here, though the nose is dominated by citrus
and chocolate. The cocoa character carries through when you sip, and there’s plenty
of citrus on the aftertaste. A very enjoyable beer in a style that, in my opinion, not
enough people are brewing in South Africa. More! 3.8/5. LC
Very approachable for this style, making it feel almost like a “light” version, without
actually being light! The citrus is strong in this one, with chocolate coming in just
behind on both flavour and aroma. 4.4/5 JHA
Although the aromas are pretty much perfect, the flavours are perhaps a touch
strong for the style. However, it finishes crisp and clean with stunning floral notes.
The clarity could be better, but that’s a minor issue. 3.7/5 JHA
Not a bad beer, and the most laid back of the bunch. It’s an easy-drinking, inoffensive
beer that is great as a bridge between commercial lagers and craft styles. It’s one of
those beers you could certainly have a few of. 3/5 TG
Would it surprise you if I said there’s a dominant mango aroma on this beer infused
with mango? Lingering in the background you’ll find sauvignon blanc-style aromas
of ripe green gooseberries. I found it a little thick, though the subtle sourness was
refreshing. 3/5. LC
Mangos leading a sensual dance over a subtle sour palate floor…Delightfully
balanced and interesting enough to make you want to get on your dancing shoes.
4/5. MS
Pours a hazy straw colour with good head. All farmhouse funk on the nose. A
pleasantly zesty, yeasty brew, though I didn’t get much honey from it. 3.5/5 TG
Displays very subtle delicate honey - enough to just about justify the inclusion.
The special ingredient did however, along with some frisky saison yeast, dry
the beer out and leave it well attenuated. 3.5/5. MS

A good combination of citrus, spice and breadiness on aroma, with similar notes on
flavour, but the malt support is a bit lacking. Very approachable and easy-drinking.
3.2/5. JHA
Some good grapefruit aromas that got me excited. The flavour leans more toward
the grainy/bready lager side but with a good bitter kick in the middle. Certainly a
nice brew. 3.5/5 TG

REVIEWERS: Lucy Corne (LC), Thandi Guilherme (TG), Jaco Hamilton-Attwell (JHA), Murray Slater (MS)
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YOUR PARTNER FOR
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT
AND EXPERT SUPPORT
We specialize in Ultraviolet (UV) water treatment systems for the brewing industry that are based on the hazards
speciﬁc to the stage of beer production. Each process should be protected against speciﬁc micro-organisms.

OXYTRANS TR-E / OXYTRANS M-E (Portable)
Oxygen (O2) Measurement in Liquids and Gases

KappaLine UV

BetaLine-E UV

SONATEC

Measurement of sound velocity
to determine density and
concentration

BetaLine UV

AlfaLine UV

ILM-4

Measurement of
conductivity of liquid
media up to 999 mS/cm.

L3

Process pressure
measurement in pipes/
vessels, hydrostatic level
measurement in vessels

NCS-M

Limit detection in
metallic vessels and
pipes, compact version

Prevent quality ﬂuctuations and optimize your brewing process and control by using Anderson-Negele’s highly
accurate, reliable and hygienic design sensors. Centec oﬀers fully automated, process systems and high precision
measurement technology. For your brewing applications, we provide sensors for: Monitoring ﬁlling level, pressure and
temperature in the various brewing phases, such as mashing, lautering, fermentation and storage and turbidity sensors.

INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL & FACTORY AUTOMATION FOR THE BREWERY
+27 12 998 6326

Fax: 086 508 7575

info@instek.co.za

INDUSTRY

www.instek.co.za

WIN

PUB QUIZ

DO YOU KNOW
YOUR STUFF?

This issue, the quiz is inspired by Easter. Easter means
bunnies and bunnies hop, so the quiz is all about hops!
(Yes, it is a fairly tenuous link, we acknowledge…)
have many uses beyond brewing.
1. Hops
Which of these is not a medicinal use for
hops?

a) Curing insomnia
b) Helping with male virility
c) Easing anxiety

is generally credited with being the
2. Who
first to use hops in beer?
a) Hildegard of Bingen, 11th-century nun
b) Pliny the Elder, Roman author and naturalist
c) Arnold of Soissons, patron saint of hop pickers and Belgian brewers

3. What is the Latin name for hops?
was the mixture of herbs called that
4. What
predated the use of hops in beer?
or false: hops have been known to
5. True
spontaneously combust.
HINTS
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Email your answers to us at
lucy@ontapmag.co.za.
One lucky winner will

get a year’s subscription
to On Tap on us!

6. Name five American ‘C’ hops.
highest IBU commercial beer brewed
7. The
to date was
a) 1000 IBUs
b) 2600 IBUs
c) 6666 IBUs

or false: female hops are used for
8. True
bittering while male hops are used
for flavour.

of these is not a noble hop:
9. Which
Hallertau, Saaz, Mandarina
Bavaria, Tettnang

the Easter bunny brewed an IPA, what
10. Ifwould
he call it?

YOUR PARTNER FOR
ACCURATE MEASUREMENT
AND EXPERT SUPPORT

YEAST HARVEST IN BREWERIES WITH ITM-3 THE TURBIDITY METER
Consumers expect a ﬁltered beer to be a clear, bright, non-hazy product that remains so during
its shelf life. Hazy products, unless the style of beer requires it, are often regarded as defective
and perhaps even potentially harmful. Therefore, controlling haze formation is an important
aspect in beer production.
During fermentation, the yeast pitched into the wort multiplies two- to three- fold through
respiration of the oxygen dissolved in the wort. The lowest, densest layer consists of dead
yeast cells. The middle and still very dense layer consists of living yeast cells with a high
fermentation power known as “white yeast”. The upper layer, or light brown yeast, is mixed
with beer and is less turbid (Fig. 1)
During the ﬁrst yeast harvest, the bottom two layers are carefully extracted and separated
because the white yeast is reused, or even marketed, as so-called “pitching yeast”. During
the storage and ageing period, the remaining yeast largely settles out as brown yeast. When
the tank is emptied, the brown yeast is carefully separated from the beer as this has a major
impact on the beer quality. Many breweries still monitor yeast harvesting manually.
The process is controlled by checking the turbidity through a sight glass.

ITM-3 TURBIDITY MEASUREMENT
Applications and speciﬁc use:
Media with a turbidity > 500EBC / 200 NTU
Phase separation of products
CIP - return (monitoring of pre-rinse water
and cleaning solutions to product leftovers)
Rinse Control
Yeast harvesting in breweries
Leakage control of ﬁlter and gaskets

ITM-3

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fermentation tank
Young beer
Light Brown yeast
White yeast
Dead yeast
ITM-3 Turbidity measurement
Further processing

Fig. 1. Fermentation tank with the
measuring point

The Anderson-Negele Solution
Due to differences in the number of yeast cells and in
the density of the yeast layers, turbidity measurement
can be used to differentiate between the layers. For
this purpose, an ITM-3 turbidity meter is installed at
the fermentation tank outlet. It continuously measures
the turbidity in % and outputs the measured values as
a 4...20mA analog signal to the process controller.
By simply adjusting the set points, the yeast harvest
can now be controlled precisely, reproducibly and
automatically.
The advantages
- Precise, reproducible measurement guarantee a
consistent product quality.
- Time saving quickly amortize the cost of investment
and make production more proﬁtable on a lasting
basis.
- Favorable price-performance ratio.

INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL & FACTORY AUTOMATION FOR THE BREWERY
+27 12 998 6326

Fax: 086 508 7575

info@instek.co.za

INDUSTRY

www.instek.co.za

A LOCALLY-DEVELOPED BREWING SOLUTION
aimed at entry-level craft breweries and pub-breweries

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
350lt S/S 304 Mash tun & kettle with electrical steam heating jacket,
HMI & PLC heat control
Mash tun with a 0.55kW bottom mounted fix speed mixer @ ±69rpm
Delta 4.3” HMI with door mount bracket to control mash tun & kettle
steam heated jacket temperature
350lt S/S 304 Lauter tun with a removeable slotted false bottom plate
& a side mounted door
Fix speed rake mixer @ ±12rpm
0.55kW transfer pumps with pipe manifolds & sight glasses
(two manifolds with three sight glasses)
All valves are Krones Evogaurd
Skid Mounted with integrated central drain (optional)

Favourable payment terms available. Contact us today for a meeting or quotation.
Dematech is a turn-key solution provider to the craft beer industry offering everything
from brewing equipment to bottling lines and procurement services.

Dematech (Pty) Ltd
13 Michigan Street, Airport Industria, Cape Town 7490, South Africa.
T: +27 21 385 0483 | F: +27 86 719 2632 | E: info@dematechsa.com
www.dematechsa.com

